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63 respondents: appropriate geographic coverage 
and reflecting relevant sector and sub-sector views 
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Time-limited recalibration with a spread and clean 
discounting path 

97% 
Spread 

methodology 
based on a 

trimmed mean 
(15% 1Y) 
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End-date for 
publication of 
recalibrated 

EONIA 
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Feedback in numbers 
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89% authorisation and supervision of the recalibrated EONIA 
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The most appropriate for ensuring a smooth and 
orderly transition (97% support) 

Assessing working group’s preferred transition path 
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• Effectiveness for transferring 
current EONIA liquidity 

• Mitigating potential value 
transfers 

• Providing an adequate time 
frame to renegotiate EONIA 
legacy contracts 
 
 More clarity be provided with regard to: 

Applicable discounting 
 regime 

Methodology for closing out or 
transition any legacy exposure on 

the succession date 

• Reducing technical complexity 
• Allowing for clear 

communication to clients 
• Achievable within the relevant 

time frame 
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Alternative proposals mainly pointed out to a dual 
discounting regime 

Assessing other transition paths 
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Responses

		Report by the working group on euro risk-free rates on the transition from EONIA to ESTER

		Response evaluation

		Reponse number				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52		53		54		55		56		57		58		59		60		61		62		63

		Support of the proposed transition path				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Represented in the working group on euro risk-free rates				No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		Represented in a sub-structure of the working group on euro risk-free rates				No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		Institution / Company name:				Oesterreichische Bundesfinanzierungsagentur / Austrian Treasury		KBC Groep NV		Bank of Ireland		ING Bank NV		Amundi AM		OP Financial Group		Intensa Sanpaolo		Commerzbank AG		Aegon N.V.		Bayerische Landesbank / BayernLB		CNMV's Advisory Committee (the CNMV's Advisory Committee has been set by the Spanish Securities Market Law as the consultative body of the CNMV. This Committee is composed by market participants (members of secondary markets, issuers, retail investors, intermediaries, the collective investment industry, etc) and its opinions are independent from those of the CNMV).		PGIM Fixed Income		Verband Deutscher Treasurer e.V.		KfW		Erste Group Bank AG		Natixis		Banque Federative du credit Mutuel		Raiffeisenbank International AG		PGGM		Cardano Risk Management BV		CaixaBank		Crédit Agricole		BNP PARIBAS		BlackRock		Belfius Bank		Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria Sociedad Anonima		Barclays Bank		Banco Sabadell, S.A.		PORTUGUESE BANKING ASSOCIATION (APB)		Association Française de la Gestion Financière		German Banking Industry Committee (GBIC)		FMS Wertmanagement AöR		French Banking Federation / ACI France		Eurex Clearing AG (Deutsche Börse Group)		European Fund and Asset Management Association (EFAMA)		EBRD		DZ BANK		Dexia Credit Local		Deutsche Bank		Danske Bank A/S Finland Branch and Danske Mortgage Bank Plc		Citigroup		Assicurazione Generali S.p.A.		PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)		Pensionfund for Metalworking and Mechanical Engineering, Pension fund for Metal and Electrical Engineering Industries, and their service provider MN		Norddeutsche Landesbank - Girozentrale -		Morgan Stanley		BANCA MONTE DEI PASCHI DI SIENA S.p.A.		LCH Group		Landesbank Baden - Württemberg		ISDA		Goldman Sachs		IKB - Deutsche Industriebank AG		HSBC France		Union Investment		UniCredit SpA		Société Générale		Banco Santander		RBS Group Plc		RBC Capital Markets		Coöperatieve Rabobank U.A.		Dutch Association of Corporate Treasurers		Credit Suisse International		ABN AMRO Bank N.V.

		Type of respondent:				Other		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Asset management company		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Insurance company		Credit institution		Other		Asset management company		Non-financial corporation/Corporate treasurer association		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Pension fund		Asset management company		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Asset management company		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Banking association		Market association		Banking association		Other		Banking association		Market infrastructure provider		Market association		Other		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Other		Insurance company		Non-financial corporation/Corporate treasurer association		Pension fund		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Market infrastructure provider		Credit institution		Market association		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Asset management company		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Credit institution		Other		Credit institution		Non-financial corporation/Corporate treasurer association		Credit institution		Credit institution

		Country code:				AT		BE		IE		NL		FR		FI		IT		DE		NL		DE		ES		Other		DE		DE		AT		FR		FR		AT		NL		NL		ES		FR		FR		GB		BE		ES		GB		ES		PT		FR		DE		DE		FR		DE		BE		GB		DE		FR		DE		FI		Other		IT		NL		NL		DE		GB		IT		GB		DE		GB		GB		DE		FR		DE		IT		FR		ES		GB		Other		NL		NL		GB		NL

		Please note that the ECB will evaluate all the responses and prepare an anonymised summary of the feedback.

		Question number		Question formulation		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply		Reply

		1		Do you agree with the working group’s recommendation that the preferred transition path is the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting? (Yes/No/No opinion)		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

		2		If not, what would be your preferred option and why? (Please choose from the other options presented in the report)		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		Open-ended recalibration/spread/dual discounting		Time-limited recalibration/spread/dual discounting		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		Pure succession		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		Time-limited recalibration/spread/dual discounting		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.		n.a.

				Please provide the reasons for your preferred option.				KBC Groep NV agrees with the Working Group's recommendation of a time-limited recalibration approach. KBC Groep NV believes that this allows for a clear communication to clients and avoids the potential emergence of dual markets It is the cleanest and most transparent way of quickly making the transition to ESTER whilst in effect removing the need for EONIA to continue whilst having a very simple fallback. KBC Groep NV believes that having a market with two discount curves is not a workable solution.		Parallel Run Contractual alternative approaches, would not be achievable within the relevant timeframes, due to the extent of the dependence on multiple layers of bilateral negotiation over new contractual terms, and potential value transfers. Pure succession approach would be acceptable, but a multilateral agreed method for calculating value transfers will be very difficult to achieve. 
The Parallel Run approach would still require bilateral negotiation, but with the advantage of a regulatory precedent for calculation of the value transfer upon switching to ESTER. Despite this, timelines will still be challenging, mainly due to the dependence on a liquid market in ESTER derivatives emerging in short order.		Ideally, ING aims for a scenario where there is the least possible forced discussion on Mark-to-Market impacts that need to be settled. Therefore, intuitively, a parallel run approach seems to be the best possible option. However, given (1) the BMR transitional provision for benchmark (providers) to be registered/authorised ultimately by 1 January 2020 and (2) the lack of liquidity in the underlying market to host both ESTER and EONIA markets, a time-limited recalibrated approach with a spread is the best option.
With clean discounting, ING assumes that it will include both (1) an ESTER curve for new products and (2) an ESTER + spread curve for legacy products as a replacement for the current EONIA curve in order to avoid valuation differences between counterparties. Alternatively, a compensation mechanism should be in place to avoid huge value transfers between counterparties, however: how can this be legally binding?
In addition, more guidance is required on how discounting and collateral remuneration by LCH/Eurex will be performed on EURIBOR-linked and former EONIA-linked products after the EONIA publication stops on the recommended end date of 1 January 2022.		When deciding about the most appropriate option we take into consideration the following criteria: (i) one and foremost the legal security in terms of continuation of contracts and easiness of transfer, (ii) the absence of price impact at the time of transfer, (iii)  the simplicity and easiness to understand  the option, (iv) the universality of the option in order to avoid fragmentation and parallel running of several methodologies in our daily business and (v) the contribution to the rapid and orderly development of derivatives markets. We see in the recalibration methodology a unique possibility to organise a transfer with limited repapering if the principle of continuity is confirmed by authorities and accepted worldwide by participants. The recalibration methodology also ticks all the other criteria ; therefore, it is our favorite option. Conversely, "parallel run" establishes fragmentation without time limit and requires heavy repapering, "contractual approach" also creates a very heavy burden of repapering and "pure succession" without adjustment spread, though easy to implement, has a marked price impact.				We deem a documentary standardized approach on legacy trades regarding CSAs (Transactions which are not governed by relevant definition booklets) should be assessed, together with “pure” OTC derivatives transactions in case of permanent cessation and material change of EONIA, for any reason whatsoever.
We think two principles should guide the transition from EONIA to ESTER. The first one is that there should be no P&L transfer from one counterparty to another. The second one is that the valuation of collateralized and cleared financial instruments must be financially correct at any stage of the transition.
The Price Alignment Interest (PAI) rate of the cleared instruments and the CSA interest rate of the bilaterally collateralized instruments define the discounting curve regime to be applied. If we change the PAI rate and the CSA interest rate from EONIA to ESTER we will impact both the cleared and bilaterally collateralized instruments valuation. A compensation from this valuation jump should so be paid from the counterparty that gains to the losing counterparty otherwise we would have an unfair P&L transfer.
Given this we agree with the working group that the “recalibration with spread” approach is a good choice. 
We think we should have a strong recalibration, i.e. EONIA = (ESTER + fixed spread).
We think that for CCPs cleared deals there should be a unique PAI at ESTER, a unique ESTER discounting curve, and proper compensations to avoid Profit and Loss transfers between counterparties (due to the change in the discounting and forwarding curves from EONIA to ESTER).
A unique risk free discounting regime for all deals (cleared, collateralized and not collateralized) would be desirable. In order to attain it we would need that all CCPs PAI and CSA interest rates to be set at the same level, ideally = ESTER.
But for bilateral contracts, especially interest rate derivatives and CSAs, some issues can arise. There is no guarantee that all the counterparties will accept to migrate their contracts from EONIA to ESTER and agree a fair compensation. Let us for instance consider the case of a market player who would profit from switching a bilateral CSA from EONIA to plain ESTER. This agent could refuse to amend the existing contract and wait until the discontinuation of EONIA (end of 2021, in the working group proposal) hoping that ESTER  would simply replace EONIA as interest rate of the CSA, hence granting him a profit, for any reason whatsoever. Moreover, counterparties, in good faith, could also be unable to agree on the amount of the fair compensation.  
So, we think that the parallel publication of ESTER and EONIA (where EONIA is =ESTER + fixed spread) should have a time limit after which the EONIA publication should be discontinued ONLY IF a fair, effective, robust and standardized compensation methodology is identified and made compulsory for all the counterparties, both for cleared and bilaterally collateralized trades and a standardized documentation approach affecting CSA’s, too. 
If this compensation methodology cannot be identified or made compulsory, we think that the publication of EONIA = ESTER + fixed spread should be continued with no time limit in order to avoid opportunistic behaviors that could determine unfair P&L transfers and to give to all the counterparties the time to renegotiate their contracts. In this case a multiple discounting curves regime would unfortunately be necessary to guarantee the consistency of the valuations with the different PAIs and CSA rates.
Regarding the accounting impacts, as well highlighted in the Consultation document, the possible effects will depend from one side on the technical choices that will be made for the transition (i.e. the possible scenarios outlined in the document could have different accounting effects), and, on the other side, on any regulatory guidance that will be prepared for the management of the phenomenon, as well as, of course, on the banks’ portfolio and how the transition process will be managed over time (see the consistency of Eonia's indexed debt-instrument and hedging policies at the date of transition).
Although at the moment, the IASB has not expressed any specific technical issues, it has highlighted the opportunity of analyzing the problem and the possibility of amending the accounting principles as made in other cases. However, the IASB preliminarily observed that any potential amendments will be more complex than the amendment made to IAS 39 issued in response to EMIR requiring the clearing of derivatives with a central counterparty (CCP), because with the move from IBOR there will be changes to cash flows and fair values whereas with CCP only the counterparty changed. 
At this stage of the project, we believe these are the recommendations that should be proposed to the Working Group as they highlight the issue and ask for appropriate European intervention to ensure that the accounting treatment – as it is a broad-spectrum phenomenon involving all European banks – is managed in a uniform manner by market participants and all appropriate regulatory interventions are activated to ensure a smooth transition, that neither generates distortive effects on banks' financial statements nor leads to further operational impacts.				We agree with the working group's recommendation that the preferred transition path is the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting. Other possible transition paths as mentioned in the ECB Transition Report have more, and bigger drawbacks than the proposed calibraton approach. Parallel run approaches and conractual alternative approaches require a long time in which Eonia needs to exist, which make these transition paths highly risky. The "big bang" approach is not preferred because of substantial operational and economic risk. All things considered, we believe the proposed time-limited recalibration approach minimises the transition risk from Eonia to Ester.				The Committee agrees with the working group’s recommendation.

The two first options don not seem feasible alternatives because of the uncertainty regarding the sustainability of EONIA. The third approach, “one pure succession rate” would be very difficult to implement. Coordinating the transition and the compensation mechanism would be very difficult due to the historical spread between EONIA and ESTER.

Finally, under the recalibration approach (chosen alternative) the EONIA will be calculated as a fixed spread over the new ESTER.

Therefore, the Committee considers that the “recalibration approach” is the most appropriate and simple alternative to practically implement. This should favor this alternative to be massively used by the market participants.

In order to avoid any legal doubt in respect of the “recalibrated EONIA” as a valid index, the Committee proposes an amendment to Article 23 (6) (d) of the BMR, providing competent authorities with the ability to substitute a fragile rate with a robust proxy rate that could continue to be used.		We agree with the working group’s recommendation of a time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting.  By redefining EONIA as a function of ESTER plus spread, it is anticipated that the market would be encouraged to transition to ESTER a faster pace.  This transition would further be encouraged by the use of a single discounting regime using ESTER.  Additionally, the calculation of a spread should mitigate the potential value transfer between market participants.				By implementing the recalibrated EONIA, an extension of the BMR timeline is not necessary in order to use EONIA in the legacy book withoiut requiring amendments or changes in the contracs. It is in the discretion of the market participants to agree on amendments to their documents in order to transition from EONIA to ESTER. In addition, due to the recalibration, a deep and liquid ESTER market will be developed.

The advantage of a fixed spread lies in the mitigation of a potential value transfer and litigation risk.

A time limit is necessary in order minimize litigation risk and to encourage market participants to transition from EONIA to ESTER allowing counterparties to let their EONIA legacy books lapse or to renegotiate their existing contracts.in an adequate period of time.

Clean discounting reduces technical complexity and market fragmentation. In additon, it supports liquidity in the ESTER curve.		[Given the importance of the subject matter, we would like to elaborate on answer "Yes" to question 3 ] A time limit on the transition period would help to establish sufficient liquidity in ESTER markets in a swift and timely manner and reduce the risk of having two fragmented markets for too long. The time period until end of 2021 would also be in line with the requested extension of the BMR transition period as well as with transition periods in other jurisdictions. The legacy cash book referencing EONIA is mostly short dated. Therefore, the biggest stake will have matured until end of 2021, reducing the burden for contract amendments and changes.		As BMR delay does not allow a parralel run and we do not expect a successor rate to be designated by public authorities, recalibration seems to be the best methodolgy.		Even if our group’s best option is not the recalibration one and as a default option, yes BFCM agrees that the recalibration approach with spread is the most acceptable transition approach.
The parallel run approach is problematic for different reasons but the main issue for us is that EONIA will be no more BMR compliant and the parallel run approach could be understood by market players (banks , corporate, fund managers, etc.) as an incentive to still using EONIA index and hence not to be proactive to change their “behaviours”. With the USD LIBOR/SOFR transition’s example, establishing the SOFR is not so well accepted by big US Corporate given it’s not mandatory to use it, we do not consider the parallel run approach as a good option for Euro Zone players.
We request that the publication of the new EONIA (ESTER+spread) starts the same day as the publication of ESTER, in order to send a sound message to the ESTER market’s users: It’s high time to change. 
The deadline of October 2019 seems to be very ambitious for our group. The IT system’s upgrade raises issues and concerns for the whole banking industry. At the present time, BFCM is not able to anticipate this tasks as the time limited recalibration standards have not been published. 
BFCM wants to highlight that the clean discounting approach has to be approved by all the markets participants (derivatives, CCP, cash, notes) in order to avoid mismatches in valuation between instruments.				PGGM thinks this is a good approach to create a smooth transition from Eonia to ESTER, there are some very important conditions for this to work out well however: it is very important that the spread is set before ESTER publication starts, so that no arbitrage is possible between ESTER and Eonia. Also it will be important that the postponement of the BMR won't provide the possibility to start doing new trades in Eonia products, since the spread between ESTER and EONIA could become lively traded again and would deviate from the set spread by the Eonia transition plan. Another point/question PGGM has is about derivative contracts that run beyond 2021. These contracts will have to be adjusted to contain ESTER rate and the consultation mentions in page 53 about renegotiating existing contracts that will benefit from a simple equivalance formula. In theory this sounds logical: a valuation shock could be avoided if Eonia is replaced by ESTER and the fixed coupon is adjusted for the set spread in the contract. PGGM would suggest that the Working group would investigate together with ISDA if adjustedment on the basis of the set spread is legally easy to implement and if there could be made a standard implementation (fallback ) text for this. In this way also holders of longer-term Eonia contracts would have the comfort of a 'standard' and non-arbitragable adjustment.		We agree that the time-limited recalibration approach is the preferred approach.
The alternative approaches are not feasible for the reasons set out in the Report by the working group. However, also the preferred approach features a number of points of attention.

From perspective of derivatives valuation:
• In order for an ESTER curve to serve as the universal discounting curve for derivatives with EUR cash as collateral, sound development of liquidity is of utmost importance. Comparable cases in the United Kingdom and the United States learn us that it takes time to build up liquidity. From this perspective, we do question the length of the current transition period.
• Development of a universal and binding ‘compensation scheme’ or transition scheme for the discounting curve supports a smooth transition and could limit the risks and renegotiation efforts for derivatives users. 
in this context we support the development of such a universal holistic compensation mechanism.
• Clean discounting: we consider convergence to one market-standard discount curve as an important factor in the transition. Dual discounting effectively would mean that a liquid market must be created for two separate curves. All efforts should focus on making a liquid ESTER curve, bifurcation of liquidity work against this goal.		The proposed transition path has the lowest risk, both from a legal standpoint (because EONIA continues to be published) and from an operational standpoint (because there is only one discount curve). This approach does not require that panel banks continue contributing. The limited time that EONIA will be published increases the incentives to make the transition towards ESTER. Using only one discount curve provides clarity on the valuation of financial products. However, a  concern is the lack of a clearly defined fallback for EONIA which limits  potential legal challenges on legacy contracts that have not been novated (once EONIA stops to be published after 2021). The likely lack of strong legal support and regulatory opens pure succession to more potential legal challenges than other approaches. Parallel run would be very challenging from an operational point of view. Parallel run would also fragment liquidity, because both indices reflect the same market, challenging the creation of liquidity in the new index (in contrast in the US two distinct markets are involved-- secured and unsecured). Additionally, this approach would also require the extension of the BMR to allow for the usage of EONIA calculated under the current methodology: EONIA under its current form has suffered from a lack of robustness on certain dates.		[Elaboration to question 1]: Due to the BMR time line constraint, and without support of EU regulators, we agree with the working group’s recommendation of using a time limited recalibration approach with a spread and a clean discounting. 
For us, the idea that the methodology announcement date and the spread determination date should be the same, and that the recalibration date and the first day of publication of Ester should be the same is a key feature of this approach for a smooth transition.

[Elaboration to question 2]: An open ended parallel run approach could be the preferred option in absence of BMR prohibition and the sustainability of the current EONIA which are unrealistic hypothesis.		As an introduction to our answer, we would like to pinpoint that: the pure succession (*) approach – seemed the preferable solution, but only with a strong legal support from public authorities. As it seems EU authorities are not keen to provide this legal support or at least to legislate on a transition benchmark, the pure succession entails strong legal risks, and hence we are looking at an alternative solution like the recalibration with spread and clean discounting as proposed by the SG4. 
(*) pure succession being defined as the direct replacement of EONIA by ESTER plus a spread, EONIA ceasing to exist the day ESTER starts being published

We agree with the conclusions of WG 4 that the preferred transition path is recalibration with spread and clean discounting. We however consider that this transition path is only acceptable and workable if there is a strong commitment from EU authorities to support this preferred transition.
Although such commitment can be backed up by different BMR provisions (e.g. Article 21, Article 23, and Article 34), it is of the utmost importance to secure and obtain the effective support of EU authorities (European Commission, ECB, ESMA) and, above all, the FSMA regarding the contemplated EONIA’s new methodology.
It should also be highlighted that with this transition path a potential massive repapering of legal documentation (CSA) will have to be considered. Clarity, alignment and timing of CCPs policy in terms of compensation will therefore be key in mitigating or reducing litigation risk on bilateral repapering.		The existence of a firm deadline for needing to transition away from EONIA creates a strong incentive for a voluntary transition (i.e. non-reliance on fallbacks) whilst recognising that different market participants can move at different speeds.
Recalibration with spread is preferred to reduce perceived value transfer and would likely be consistent with security valuations in the event that EONIA ceases to be published  and an ISDA-like fallback adopted.
Whilst we agree that clean discounting is preferable to dual discounting due to its lighter operational impact, successful implementation would require that collateral be compensated at ESTER+spread to avoid transfer of value.		The transition path recommended by the ECB Workgroup is the most appropriate to realize the transition of the market to ESTER, if the conditions explained hereunder are met. This will allow to fully leverage on the boost expected from the clean discounting regime on the liquidity of the ESTER derivatives market while providing the necessary stable framework for all the market participants.  Belfius has assessed the ECB Working Group's recommendations in regard of the objectives set in the consultation paper (page 12), which we acknowledge and support ie:      1. ensure an orderly transition and avoid market fragmentation, where the transition (methodological approach and timing) would be coordinated and coherent between all the market participants;  2. help create a liquid risk-free rate market; 3. ensure stakeholder coordination and communication. The consultation paper also states (p 3) that a successful transition path would also have to 4.   comply with the deadlines imposed by the EU Benchmarks Regulation;  5.   effectively transfer current EONIA derivatives liquidity to ESTER;  and 6.   protect users, especially the least sophisticated, by mitigating potential value transfers in the system.                                                                                                                  In view of the objective of creating a liquid risk-free market rapidly and avoid market fragmentation, the recommended recalibration approach seems appropriate as it enables the take-off of the liquidity of the ESTER derivatives market by making EONIA dependent on ESTER with a fixed-spread. 
The spread methodology is crucial for the assessment of the effectiveness of the ECB Working Group recommendations in realizing all the other objectives.                                                                                                                   The ECB Working Group provides the market participants and EMMI with its views on it, being a spread: (i) Determined according to a backward looking methodology, in the absence of adequate/possible forward-looking or dynamic methods; (ii) calculated as a trimmed (15%) average based on real observation data over a period of 12 months prior to the ESTER 1st publication date and (iii) used in the new EONIA methodology (ESTER + spread) for the limited amount of time during which EONIA would be maintained by its administrator (ie until 31.12.2021).                          As to the calculation method, a trimmed average based on historical data has the advantage of being simple and to reflect real market conditions over a given period of time. 
The spread methodology must however be explicitly clarified on an essential aspect: shall the spread be applied all along the curve (ie. beyond 2021 onto its end) for the estimation of the future contractual cash flows and of the discount curve based on (dependant) EONIA? The consultation paper does not, in our understanding, provide sufficient assurance regarding the recommended framework beyond 2021. 
A negative answer would be an important brake for the conversion process to ESTER of long term contracts, either existing at the beginning of the recalibration period or newly entered into for the hedging of long term interest rate risk before an active ESTER market arises. There is a variety of market participants and those mainly active in the financing of long term investments in the real economy or in the society (e.g. mortgages, public sector, infrastructure, green energy, …) are particularly exposed to (very) long term fixed-rates on the asset side, also due to the sustained low interest rate environment. They consequently have large numbers and exposures in (very) long term hedging derivatives instruments that have the largest rate sensitivities and entail the highest risk of value transfer and contract litigation in bilaterally negotiated procedures for the transition of the contracts.
This risk is further increased with the clean discounting regime creating an strong incentive for market participants, depending on their exposures’ side, to trigger the transition to ESTER. In the absence of a stable framework beyond 2021 to transition the long term contracts, it could be misused. Small or vulnerable market participants are indeed exposed to abuses as dominant market counterparties could refuse entering into new transactions if their conditions are not accepted. As to the contracts cleared through CCPs, the framework and timing that the CCPs will apply must be clear for all market participants and announced rapidly. 
Significant and undue value transfers can potentially result from the combination of (i) a time-limited recalibration approach with (ii) the lack of stable, counterparty-independent framework beyond 2021 relating to deal valuation and compensation schemes and (iii) a clean discounting regime. This would also be a very important brake in the realization of the transition of the market to ESTER by hampering (i) the conversion of the existing contracts and (ii) new ESTER transactions as they require the conversion of the CSAs and the reach of bilateral agreements. 
In view of the ambitious objectives set in the consultation paper and in order to ensure a successful, full and smooth transition within the proposed time-limited recalibration period with spread and clean discounting, it is needed that                                                                1. The spread methodology  is applied along the whole curve for the estimation of the future cash flows and the discounting regime;
2. The proposed transition path and underlying methodologies are recommended by the relevant market authority or government instance;
3. An adequate transitional regime is rapidly defined to manage the (hedge) accounting and tax impacts until the end of the recalibration period. This requires a strong support of and coordination with the IASB .    
Only if this would not be possible, we are of opinion that the fallback option should be a non time-limited recalibration approach with dual discounting regime. The reason is to avoid market disruption and brakes to new ESTER transactions as well as contract litigations, important accounting and tax impacts and significant value transfers that dominant market actors could impose.		Discounting legacy trades linked to EONIA with ESTER curve may lead to potential valuation issues.

In the scenario where clean discounting ends to be the preferred option (with ESTER as the discounting rate), valuations made by market participants and mainly by CCPs shall take into account the spread, so that discountings are made with ESTER+spread.  Otherwise, using ESTER without the spread could have an economic impact (on the P&L) on the entities.

Additionally, a smooth transition from EONIA to ESTER would require the following: 

- Authorities’ public support: public reports., opinions, statements or speeches may play an important role;
- Extension of the BMR transitional period;
- Authorization of EONIA (with its new methodology (ESTER + spread)) under BMR, as further explained in our response to question 5; and
- EONIA not discontinued for legacy transactions, as further detailed hereafter.

In respect to the last bullet, please note that the discontinuation of EONIA in December 2021 would pose legal challenges in legacy contracts since parties which had not been able to adapt their legacy EONIA contracts to ESTER would not be able to calculate payments that are due, which would, in turn, imply legal risks, disputes and potential litigation.

Contracts maturing beyond December 2021 where EONIA is used as a principal interest rate may likely be amended via protocols or bilateral agreements. However, as of today, it cannot be assured that all such contracts will be amended in that way. Adherence to protocols is voluntary and therefore success is contingent on take up and achieving an agreement bilaterally is challenging and costly. The remaining ones would be subject to the abovementioned legal risks.

Additionally there are contracts, which mature beyond December 2021, where EONIA is used as a default interest rate, such as in some syndicated loans. Amending these contracts would be very challenging and costly. Firstly, such amendments need to be agreed either among all parties to the syndicated loan or the majority of them in accordance with the terms of the contract. Secondly, the legal impact of the EONIA discontinuation may not be seen until much later than 2022 hence reducing the sense of urgency.
The lack of robust fallbacks in some of these cases (i.e.: CSAs or default rates) introduces an additional concern.

We propose to adopt a more prudent approach. Instead of recommending the discontinuation of EONIA in December 2021, the working group may recommend that from 2022 EONIA be used only in legacy contracts.   

Subsidiary, if, notwithstanding the above, it is decided that EONIA shall be discontinued also for legacy trades in December 2021, we propose the WG to recommend certain flexibility as follows: When the deadline is to come, the volume of legacy trades should be assessed and, if it reminds to be higher than a relevant threshold or it is considered that Eonia’s discontinuation would pose the aforementioned risks, the period could be extended. For that purpose, we recommend that the cut-off date is announced as a preliminary cut-off date that would be re-assessed once it is near to arrive depending on the number of outstanding trades/CSAs linked to EONIA.		We agree with the recommended approach while also supportive of transparency on the milestones and parameters for the determination of the spread as highlighted in the report.  This transition path though would not be without risks that we have highlight below;

1. A client argues that EONIA has been fundamentally changed and is no longer the same benchmark and should therefore be seen as discontinued for the purposes of legacy contracts.
2. ESTER becomes lumbered with a spread of (TBD) forever more, rather than establishing itself as an independent benchmark not linked to EONIA.
For clean vs dual discounting, while we are supportive of using a single discounting regime rather than discounting using multiple curves to reduce the potential market fragmentation and increased IT requirements, the report doesn’t not sufficiently detail the mechanics of discounting for legacy EONIA transactions and whether this will be ESTER flat or ESTER plus a spread.  Without adequate industry wide support there remains the possibility that some EONIA CSA’s will not be renegotiated and will end up as ESTER plus spread discounting as the likely outcome after EONIA discontinuation. 
For discounting at CCPs, we recommend a switch to ESTER discounting with compensation to avoid what would otherwise be a significant transfer of value
One recommendation is an industry wide CSA backstop could be adopted where EONIA is revalued, though this too has its own challenges based on different regimes for different countries and being reliant on voluntary take up by the market.  With adherence not required but only a recommendation, the potential risk of significant value transfer and unclear discounting risks for participants would be detrimental.   Consideration could be given to maintaining the option of ESTER + spread discounting rather than just pure ESTER, to avoid disputes with counterparties unwilling to pay cash to compensate for value transfer.
Strong advocacy from the public sector on a preferred direction to the market could ensure a smoother transition path.				This approach brings benefits to the transition of EONIA to ESTER as:
1 - it guarantees the continuity of legacy contracts that have EONIA as a reference rate; 
2 - it allows a smooth transition of EONIA to ESTER in legacy contracts; 
3 - many existing contracts will mature without the need of introducing amendments; 
4 - parties with longer maturity contracts will have more time to change the reference rate from EONIA to ESTER;
5 - market participants will get used to ESTER and introduce it as reference in the new contracts; 
6 - both EONIA and ESTER will remain in publication beyond the recalibration date; 
7- this transition period will create the possibility to develop the derivative market of ESTER; 
8 - it will establish a direct link between ESTER and EONIA since the beginning of the publication of the new benchmark;
9 - it translates the stable relation between ESTER and EONIA in a spread avoidind value transfer; 
10 - the introduction of a time limit in the simultaneous use of ESTER and EONIA reduces the potential of market fragmentation in both cash and derivative markets.		The AFG is in line with the analysis of the working group on the transition path and therefore agrees with the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting. 
First, this path seems to be the best option to guarantee legal certainty and stability for contracts referencing EONIA, which is a prerequisite for a smooth transition. From an asset manager perspective, the continuity of contracts issue arises not only on the instruments referencing EONIA used by asset managers but also on funds referencing EONIA. Therefore, the changeover from EONIA to the recalibrated EONIA shall be accompanied by extensive communication from the recalibrated EONIA administrator and public authorities so as to reduce litigation risk and avoid mandatory communication from asset manager to each investor in these funds.
Besides, from an economic perspective, the time-limited approach with spread and clean discounting seems the most appropriate option to create an ESTER derivatives market whilst reducing the risk of abrupt termination. This could be reached only as long as all the participants play the game in good faith. Vigilance is needed regarding the risk pointed out by the working group of a creation of an EONIA-related instruments parallel market for non-EU participants not subject to BMR. This approach would also reduce value transfer thanks to the use of the spread.
We agree with the working group as regards clean discounting based on ESTER. This seems to be the best option to avoid market fragmentation and the best incentive for market participants to move from EONIA curve to ESTER curve.						Yes, we agree that the recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting is the most acceptable transition. As an introduction to our answer, we would like to address the following remark:  the pure succession approach seemed the preferable solution, but only with a strong legal support from public authorities. As it seems that EU authorities are not keen to provide this legal support or at least to legislate on a transition benchmark, the pure succession entails strong legal risks, and hence we are looking at an alternative solution like the recalibration. 
The parallel run approach is problematic for several reasons.  As EONIA is not BMR compliant, and is not expected to be in its present set up, we understand that even if EMMI choses to continue to publish EONIA, which is not likely, the EONIA panel banks will naturally disengage gradually from contributing to EONIA after the launch of Ester and its adoption by the markets. Furthermore, this approach would not encourage the development of a liquid ESTER market. The coexistence of two liquid markets for ESTER transactions and EONIA transactions is not possible. We also identify the risk that an ESTER OIS market develops offshore, where the BMR does not apply. Some participants point out the predictable volatility of the ESTER/EONIA spread.
We request that the publication of the new EONIA starts the same day as the publication of ESTER, in October 2019. We recommend October 2019, because if ESTER were published sooner, it would be very challenging (not to say impossible) for operational departments of markets participants (not only banks but also data providers, asset managers, non-financial corporates and agencies) to integrate this evolution within their organisations.  It should not be published later either, because it is important to encourage market participants to develop the use of ESTER for new transactions. A later launch of Ester (and recalibrated EONIA) would generate gaps in hedging capacities of market participants.		While we see the time-limited recalibration approach as superior to both the parallel run and contractual alternative approaches, we hesitate to fully support the WG’s recommendation until it is clarified that the new ESTER dependent EONIA calculation will be both compliant to the BMR and found to be a legal substitute to the current EONIA calculation. The latter point is somewhat more pressing; is it possible to change the manner in which EONIA is calculated without affecting the legal status of contracts or transactions that reference the benchmark? This recalibration approach seems different to other “hybridized” benchmark methodology changes, which keep the same basic calculation while attempting to expand the amount of transaction data underpinning the rate. If our concerns raised in the previous response over the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting are quelled, then we hesitantly agree with the recommendation. However, a pure-succession approach would also be acceptable from our standpoint, as this seems to be the only option as BMR and other regulation now stand. EONIA publication ceases on the same day ESTER is taken up meaning no parallel publication or transition spread is needed, and the use of a single discounting regime can be maintained. As stated in the consultation, a standard methodology for closing out or transitioning any legacy EONIA exposure on the succession date would be very helpful, and we recommend further public consultation should this method be chosen.		EFAMA agrees with the time-limited calibration approach with spread and discounting as the preferred transition path. From a user’s perspective this transition will allow additional time for the transition (as the evolved EONIA will aim at getting a time-limited authorisation until 2021) and further clarity as to the methodology (evolved EONIA would be ESTER plus a fixed spread). Moreover, the fixed EONIA ESTER relationship allows EONIA to continue representing the euro overnight unsecured market, which is very useful for a smooth transition. Finally, we believe that this stable framework can mitigate legal risks regarding the continuity of legacy contracts.
We also agree with the proposed EONIA-ESTER spread methodology as this is based on a simple formula that is straightforward to implement and will minimise valuation transfers and balance sheet impact. Further on, we consider that announcing the recalibration methodology and the determination of the spread before ESTER’s first day of publication and setting the recalibration date on the first day of ESTER’s publication is a good approach to avoid market disruptions and the possibility of arbitration. The reliance on public data from ECB that are published prior to any decision on spread methodology can ensure the transparency and robustness of the rate’s underlying data. Finally, the clean discounting proposed by the EUR RFR WG is the preferred approach also for us, given that it allows for a simpler transition process, avoids fragmentation and contributes to a faster transition, therefore developing faster liquidity on ESTER.
EFAMA urges the administrator of EONIA and EMMI, as well as public authorities to communicate thoroughly on the evolved EONIA and the transition path in order to reduce litigation risks.						This approach is in theory the best one as it causes no legacy issue and allows to ensure a smooth transition. Nevertheles, given the specific nature of Dexia and its balance sheet, it is sensitive to a direct switch to Ester flat for the discounting. This switch could cause a valuation discrepancy (equal to the long dated basis Ester/Eonia) and new hedge inefficiency.		We broadly agree with the working group’s recommendation. The time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting will favour a smooth transition from one index to another and give additional time to market participants to gradually adopt ESTER.

We note however that to limit the operational changes required to support the ESTER transition, it would have been preferable not to include an end date for the publication of the recalibrated EONIA. It would allow the industry to continue to operate on the basis of existing Credit Support Annexes (CSAs) and to avoid the re-documentation of contracts with long maturity dates. Given that ESTER and the recalibrated EONIA will measure the same economic reality, as EONIA will become a function of ESTER, the parallel publication of the two rates for an infinite period of time would not expose market participants to a different risk. Recalibrated EONIA’s behaviour will be the function of a new rate, ESTER, authorised under the EU benchmarks regulation.

A publication of the recalibrated EONIA until the end of 2021 is consistent with market participants’ expectations about the time provided to adopt risk free rates across other jurisdictions. EONIA is widely used in both cash and derivative products. Extensive changes will be required to replace it with ESTER. Once it is published, the first step will be to create a liquid market, in bond and derivatives, referencing this new rate. In the US, it took approximately six months to see the first issuances in SOFR, and the market is far from mature. 

The ESTER transition will need to be conducted between all markets participants, sophisticated investment banks and corporates alike. In the past, repapering efforts such as those required to exchange margin for uncleared derivatives between sophisticated counterparties have taken many months. Implementation efforts this time will need to involve less sophisticated counterparties, which may not have the resources to comply with the effort, and will need to engage with all their banks at the same time. 

The extra two years that the Working Group recommends would therefore be essential for a successful transition to ESTER. We expect the largest market participants to have finalised their preparations to adopt ESTER by then. Nevertheless, given the number of market participants that will have to complete this transition, it is possible that full compliance across the industry is not achieved by end 2021. Flexibility with regards to the continued publication of the recalibrated EONIA,may help to provide additional time to complete the transition.		Prefer to minimise administrative costs. We approve that EONIA = ESTER + constant spread. We don't see a problem that existing contracts could refer to EONIA rate, since all new contracts are referring to ESTER. When EONIA is not used new contracts there should be no effect to market liquidity. We would like to leave the OLD derivative contracts referreing to EONIA unchanged. We prefer longer transition periods.				This approach would allow a smooth and a more stable transaction from EONIA to ESTER and would give time for underlying OIS market to evolve and develop under the new framework. 
The construction based on a fix spread is intuitivie and easier to handle. This is the choice that should ensure a consistent  valuation approach.		We agree with the working group’s recommendation that the preferred transition path is the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting. PwC believes the working group based its recommendation on relevant criteria and arguments. We agree with the recommendation. For a short transition period, we believe a fixed EONIA ESTER spread creates a practice and workable solution that overcomes the economic reality, which is that current EONIA is fundamentally different from ESTER and that in the longer run the spread between both should not be parallel. Although we favour the practical side of the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting, we also have certain concerns and ask the Working Group and market participants to focus on these in the coming period. Our main concerns are: 1 We believe there should be the legal possibility for contract parties to renegotiate conditions in existing contracts if they believe the recalibration of EONIA creates disadvantages. We believe care and protection to those parties that want to exercise these rights should be given. 2 A due process regarding individual negotiations in the limited time should be facilitated by financial institutions towards their clients, in particular their non-professional counterparts. 3 We believe this approach is only acceptable for a short interim/transition period and therefore suggest that the end date of this approach should be defined up front. If legislators will postpone deadlines (e.g. the deadlines of the BMR) there should not be an argument to continue this interim solution. 4 As mentioned, there is a risk of value transfer. This may be complex to ascertain in specific circumstances. Furthermore, there is a clear need for historical ESTER data, also to understand volatility and magnitude of change with respect to certain events. To mitigate the risk of value transfer the recommended path seems to be the most suitable. We are concerned on the value transfer consequences of a widening or narrowing of the EONIA ESTER spread in the months before the recalibration moment.				It is a feasible method to minimize the potential conflict and it could provide a solution that contracts will be adapted at the same point in time, depending on the legal circumstances respectively legal environment.		Morgan Stanley agrees with the proposed transition approach to recalibrate Eonia as described for the following reasons. Firstly, certainty is provided to the legacy book so that legacy trades can continue past 1st January 2020, allowing more time for trades to roll off or be renegotiated in the case of bilateral legacy transactions.  Secondly, using a pre-determined and well publicised spread means any value transfer is locked in and well known by participants.  Thirdly, regarding discounting, we feel that a single discounting regime for cleared trades will be most positive for liquidity because it allows fungibility and compression at the clearing houses.  Fourthly, the method of redefining Eonia to be a linear dependent function of Ester is clear and simple and helps redefined EONIA achieve EU Benchmark Regulation compliance. In terms of alternative approaches available, recalibration with dual discounting may bifurcate liquidity in swaps markets and is therefore not as favoured as a single, clean discounting regime.  A single, clean discounting regime, however, with an open ended timeline may not provide the impetus for firms to take part in a broad based transition in a timely manner. There is a caveat to the favoured approach, which is that any value transfer between clearing houses and any of their members, due to the net present value exchange, should be recompensed back by the CCPs to such members.  This is a pertinent point and one for which clarity from the clearing houses is needed.		Low value transfer, unconditional to Eonia present methodology adherence to BMR, unconditional to Euribor Panel Banks decision on contribution, unconditional to legislation on extension of terms.		LCH agrees with the Working Group’s recommendation of the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting. We recognise that all transition paths involve challenges, but we believe this approach offers the best balance between the critical success factors and therefore has the most credible chance of successful implementation. In particular: (i) the presence of a spread suitably recognises that ESTER's levels differ from those of EONIA while displaying a historically stable relationship; (ii) the recalibration of EONIA's methodology offers a route to contractual continuity; (iii) the time limitation recognises the need to transition safely and efficiently in due course to an ESTER flat baseline; and (iv) the clean discounting path avoids undue complication in market structure at any stage		The group's recommendation offers the best prospect for a smooth transition. The time limitation eliminates the risk of 'free riding' for an unforeseeable period of time. Furthermore offers the clean discounting the advantage of having only one relevant curve. Finally reduces the spread any unintended value transfers.		Q1

Twelve member firms providing written feedback to ISDA agreed with the recommendation that the preferred transition path is the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting.  

One member firm who provided written feedback to ISDA did not agree with the working group’s recommended approach.

One member who supported the recommendation noted that there are some challenges, including (i) clients asserting that EONIA has fundamentally changed which could have an impact on legacy contracts; and (ii) ESTER being unable to establish itself due to existence of recalibrated EONIA.  This member also said that it would be important to have further clarity on the mechanics of discounting for legacy EONIA transactions.

One member, who supported the recommendation, provided written feedback expressing concern around potential transfer of value noting that this should be minimized where possible.

Q2

The member who disagreed with the working group’s recommended approach suggested the time-limited recalibration/spread/dual-discounting approach was their preferred option.  This member felt that discounting legacy trades linked to EONIA with an ESTER curve may lead to potential valuation issues.

One member who agreed with the working group's recommendation, proposed that an alternative approach would be to effect a 'pure succession' approach in order to ensure that the market does not become fragmented and ensure that there is no incentive to continue adding EONIA exposure.		Agreed that this should be the preferred transition path as it minimizes the potential value transfer from the transition (PV neutral). It provides continuity in legacy books by keeping EONIA and at the same time provides a stable framework for the transition. Furthermore, this has the added benfit that it reduces the timeframe for which EONIA submissions are still required.		Question to the working group: Do you believe that an EONIA methodology change prior to the end 2019 is neccessary? We believe that legal issues for existing contract would emerge when changing the benchmark methodology. Even without this methodology change we strongly support the recalibration approach.		Yes, we agree that the recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting is the most acceptable transition. On the “clean discounting” mechanism, a standard compensation mechanism should be applied and followed by all market participants; to this end the Working Group should add this topic on its agenda as a matter of priority in order to make proposals and consult accordingly.		Yes, we fully agree with the recommendation of the working group on euro risk-free rates. From our point of view the recalibrated approach will allow to make the transition from EONIA to ESTER as smooth as possible. We approve that the transition period has to be a limited one with a clearly defined end-date. Changing the current EONIA methodology by applying a spread to ESTER will support a smooth transition process. We also support a clean discounting versus a dual discounting. A clean discounting path has the benefit of simplicity, avoids fragmentation and delivers clarity of discounting.		Many legacy swaps exist beyond the transition period, and any switch to EONIA to ESTER flat discounting entail value transfer which must be avoided.		NA		We agree with the recommendation that the preferred transition path is the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounted. We believe this option minimises litigation risk and favours the transition to ESTER. 
However, consideration should be given to the impact that the deadline could have to the stock of transactions having a longer maturity date. This is for example the case for syndicated loans as their default rate have a much longer maturity than other products and would require more time to be recalibrated to ESTER.		NatWest Markets believe that this approach would promote market liquidity in ESTER, reduce the need for re-documentation and importantly works for all asset classes. The end-2021 publication deadline for EONIA would allow enough time to transition away from it, whilst providing a hard enough deadline that there is an incentive to move to ESTER (minimising impact on ESTER's liquidity). This deadline also coincides with the wider LIBOR transition deadline and it makes sense that reform efforts are aligned.				- Although every approach has its drawbacks, we agree that this is the best approach.
- It is good to have a time-limit to assure all participants will eventually shift.
- The approach is relatively simple. 
- A single discounting curve makes a clear trading environment.
- It is positive that there will be an EONIA for legacy trades until the end of the time limit. In the meantime some EONIA trades will mature as quite a few of them are short term. New trades are probably done on ESTER. We note that the bank also has many EONIA transactions with a long maturity.		N/A				assuming it will be accepted under EU BMR and there are indeed no legal issues/constraints, see p.48

		3		Do you agree that a publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA of end-2021 is sufficient for a smooth transition under the recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting path? (Yes/No/No opinion)		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes

		4		Do you have any other ideas to accelerate the transition of the derivatives market to ESTER? (Yes/No)		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No				Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

				Please elaborate.				KBC Groep NV agrees with the Working Group that having a recalibration date on the forst publication date of ESTER (October 2019) would send the strongest message to the Market that EONIA is no longer relevant and that the Market should move all derivative products to ESTER. KBC Groep NV fears that a publication deadline of end 2021 may send the wrong signal to the Market and potentially slow the transition. KBC Groep NV also fears that the slowing of the transistion could also cause bottleneck issues due to the expected changes to EURIBOR		We need to see the publication of ESTER first following which a period of stability will give the market confidence to transition.  A firm deadline of end December 2021 will also focus attention.
Involvement from local regulators could accelerate the transition
Promote issuance linked to ESTER similar to what has been seen for SOFR and Sonia		It would facilitate the market if public authorities support a fair compensation mechanism for the EONIA transition, especially for the remaining EONIA legacy contracts once EONIA publication will stop at the recommended 1 January 2022. Such mechanism will avoid market disruption due to value transfers caused by the remaining outstanding EONIA-linked contracts that often have a very long tenor.
Alternatively, a longer publication time of EONIA could be envisaged to ensure a run-off of the EONIA-linked legacy contracts as much as possible. However, for multi-currency currency contracts, it would facilitate the market that the EONIA cessation deadline is aligned with initiatives in other jurisdictions (hence, 1 January 2022, in line with LIBOR). Therefore, ING agrees with the EONIA publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA of end-2021.		We are aware that the longer the transition period is the higher the risk of fragmentation and the risk to have a slow ESTER derivatives market are. Nevertheless, our experience is that the renegotiation of contracts is never straight forward and requires time. It is safe to introduce flexibility in the deadline for a final transfer from EONIA towards ESTER. One possible route would be to have a longer transition period (running till the end of 2022 for example). Another possibilty would be to mandate authorities to assess at end-2020 the state of play on the repapering work and the preparation to move to ESTER with the capacity for authorities  to decide an extension by 1 or 2 years of the period. Authoriteis should be empowered to decide unilaterally at that time. When speaking of repapering it is  not only the contractual framework for market transactions that an asset manager refers to, it includes the review of all prospectuses that are impacted and the related information obligations. It should be clarified on that point that the transfer from EONIA to ESTER is a global move for all market participants and does not require individual information of holders of units or shares of funds. The development of the derivatives markets based on ESTER will be a major factor to incentivise counterparties to accelerate their move from ESTER to EONIA. In order to facilitate this transfer, we suggest to add to the transition plan a requirement for new transactions to use only ESTER from an earlier date than the end of the transition period, even for deals expiring before this date;  for example starting October 2020, i.e. 1 year after the introduction of ESTER.				We believe that the acceleration of the transition would be possible by accelerating the pubblication of ESTER and making clear the Eonia's fate (EONIA's administrator should clarify what will happen after the ESTER will be published).		Though market can gradually move to alternate benchmarks earlier, it might be of advantage when EONIA/EURIBOR changes simultanouesly with other indices like Libor.
Secondly it would be helpful for the developmenet of markets if ECB started to publish ESTER a.s.a.p.		We agree that a publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA of end-2021 is sufficient for a smooth transition under the recalibrated approach with spread and clean discounting path. There is always a delicate optimum between continuing to publish recalibrated Eonia and hoping that all users will move to Ester, and "forcing" users of recalibrated Eonia to Ester. In our humble opinion, we believe that end-2021 is enough time to smoothly transition to Ester under the recalibrated approach.				The main incentive that the different market participant will take into account in order to rapidly develop the derivatives market based in ESTER, will be the credibility and solidity of the new index, which will be guaranteed by a methodology based on real transactions and with the ECB participation as administrator of the index.

Another incentive could be establishing a closer date to cease the EONIA publication (eg, end of 2020), but this is very likely to be negative in order to achieve an orderly transition.		In our transition planning, we recognize the importance of an industry-wide solution, where practical.  We therefore have focused our efforts on the recommendations referenced in the consultation, and are unaware of significant shortcomings with those recommendations.		Regular daily publication of ESTER by the ECB before October 2019, i.e. asap				No, as a time limit seems to be the most effective measure.		1) Legislative framework to enforce a standard transition 
2) ISDA protocol to switch		BFCM thinks end 2021 is a good date to end the publication of the new EONIA. A sooner date could be disruptive for the market’s balance. A later date could be interpreted as an incentive to adopt a wait and see stance by participants. Nevertheless BFCM is still waiting for the final decision of the European bodies to extend by 2 years the transition period. Hence our group will adapt its strategic approach accordingly. BFCM suggests that the authorities would have to force this change on the whole finance industry. For example CCP, derivatives and standard bilateral compensations schemes would have to implement this new index in their process that would mechanically promote the desired shift for the sake of ESTER based derivative markets soundness.  We expect  the European bodies would quickly announce the ESTER technical standards that would help to promote the underlying derivatives market liquidity. Without this key elements, the derivatives market would certainly encounter problems to emerge.				PGGM thinks the ECB has updated statistics on when most Eonia contracts roll-off. It would make sense to adapt the publication deadline for Eonia in a way that a large part of all contracts would have rolled off by that time. As mentioned earlier it would be good if there would be a standard contract adjustment text available for holders of derivatives/bonds that run beyond 2021. This would speed up necessary processes to adjust contracts. With this approach liquidity in the ESTER market will be stimulated from it's start publication on, since EONIA can't be used in new contracts anymore. The ESTER market has a few years to grow in liquidity in this way before Euribor might start to fall-back to ESTER as well, for that transition decent liquidity is needed.		• In the UK market, the FCA have been quite active in promoting moving away from LIBOR to SONIA. We think that similar periodic messages from the ECB would help in making the market aware of the upcoming and necessary changes and avoids the markets to get complacent
• Relating to the first bullet point, the ECB should promote the end of EURIBOR replacing this with ESTER as the true floating rate. As such, all market attention will flow to the ESTER market improving liquidity.
• Regulators should promote the use of ESTER swaps as discount curves for pension fund and insurance liabilities. This would increase the demand for ESTER swaps and increase liquidity.  
• A hard end-date for EONIA does contribute (comparable to the approach the working group has taken) to urgency. However, as argued above, the transition period should be long enough for liquidity to develop to sound levels.
• Development of a universal and binding ‘compensation scheme’ or transition scheme for the discounting curve help a smooth transition and could limit the risks and renegotiation efforts for derivatives users. Presence of such a scheme would reduce the problem and could contribute to preventing market participants to be inert				[Elaboration to question 3]: Due to IT and operational constraints we believe that shortening the publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA before year-end 2021 would be unrealistic. For instance, derivatives market will require a number of developments including IT/e business/MO/BO…, which will take some time and require resources which are also currently working on other developments (such as FRTB for example).   
Regarding collateral management a lot of preparatory work will also be necessary such as the identification and transition of the bilateral contracts.  

We agree with a publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA of end-2021 to transition from EONIA to ESTER in order to align with transition exercises in other jurisdictions and provide strong incentives to every market participants to transition as quickly as possible to ESTER. However without all these constraints, we would have been in favor to stop publishing recalibrated EONIA even before year-end 2021. 

[Elaboration to question 4]: We believe that shortening EONIA discontinuation period before December 2021 would give an additional and clear incentive to the derivatives market to transition to ESTER.
The development of FUTURES ESTER based could be also helpful, but is not necessary.		The spread being fixed, there is essentially one risk curve and the clean discounting path should invite CCPs to shift quickly to ESTER flat discounting on new ESTER products, i.e. for almost all of the volume well before the end of 2021.
It is nevertheless key for this process that CCPs PAI switch from EONIA to ESTER to happen minimum 1 year before the end of EONIA i.e. in the 2nd  part of 2020 (mid 2020 would be preferable), and that the compensation process be transparent and aligned between CCPs.

It is important to have in mind the fact that the bilateral CSA world is by nature tailored for counterparties, and that it will take time to repaper thousands of bilateral CSAs. A protocol that replaces EONIA by ESTER plus spread may help to speed up the process as it has no PL impact (there is no protocol for CSAs that seems possible with compensation), but we also expect that there will be a significant portion of clients who will want to repaper to ESTER flat (for simplicity, consistency with CCP, system issues etc.). 

This has a PL impact that will require a bespoke pricing and compensation counterparty by counterparty and this cannot be sorted out by a protocol. As explained in the SG4 document, this impact may also be quite model dependent as counterparties may not agree on the CSA discounting model (ex: CSA with optionality: multi cash , bonds etc.), delaying further the repapering process. It remains in our view essential to find the best balance between other constraints and keeping the EONIA fixing as long as possible to avoid disputes and help for a smooth repapering of bilateral CSAs. 
In addition, note that the industry already will have a huge repapering phase until 2020 with the implementation of the last phase of the uncleared margin rules.

To conclude, while there is a value in extending the deadline for publication of EONIA further in order to allow more time for bilateral repapering, we understand the request from EMMI to stop the publication as soon as possible, and value the incentive created for users to switch from EONIA to ESTER derivatives and discounting.

We therefore would agree with End 2021 deadline if CCPs go to ESTER PAI with compensation in a coordinated way and early enough (18mth before the end of EONIA)

Re question 4, As explained in our answer to question 3, the three actions that would make a transition of the derivatives markets to ESTER by 2021 possible (as no acceleration to transition before then seems possible) are:

- A very rapid switch of CCPs PAIs from EONIA to ESTER, as early as possible in 2020 
- An accompanying compensation mechanism in CCPs to facilitate the switch from EONIA to ESTER

- A standard protocol to replace EONIA by ESTER plus spread in CSAs, to allow for multilateral adhesion, and avoid systematic lengthy and costly bilateral renegotiations

Conversely, we are strongly opposed to any scenario in which EONIA in its current form would coexist with ESTER, as this would hinder the derivatives market transition to ESTER (and have several other drawbacks).		We believe that the end-2021 deadline presents an optimistic timeline for the phasing out of EONIA from financial markets. We believe that end-2023 would be a more realistic deadline.
Whilst it is a reasonable timeframe for establishment of a liquid market for ESTER products, experience in the take-up of SOFR products in the US and SONIA products in the UK suggests it might be challenging for some market participants to be ready within this timeline. 
Furthermore, the transition to ESTER has the additional challenge of needing amendments to legal documentation to remove reference to EONIA as PAI.  ISDA undertook a comparable exercise in 2014 with the publication of its negative rates protocol, and that took two years to finalise and several further months before adoption was widespread. With ISDA also working on fallback protocols at present and Brexit discussions ongoing , the capacity of financial lawyers over the next few years seems likely to be limited.		Belfius believes that, with a recalibration methodology taking into account the necessary conditions as explained in our answer to question 1, all the market participants will be able and willing to trade ESTER rapidly. The related market infrastructure and products must therefore be available rapidly. This is also essential for the development of a robust ESTER-based term structure as fallback in EURIBOR-linked contracts (cfr other ongoing consultation of the ECB Working Group)		Early adoption by CCPs and TVs will accelerate the transition.
The publication of a specific EONIA-ESTER ISDA protocol to tackle EONIA to ESTER transition would be necessary to facilitate the transition while avoiding the burden of bilateral renegotiation. The current general ISDA Benchmark Protocol does not seem to be enough as:
-It does not cover CSAs;
-It would only permit transition to ESTER after EONIA discontinuation, not before. An EONIA-ESTER specific ISDA protocol may allow a prior transition from one benchmark to the other in terms of liquidity.

The proposed EONIA-ESTER ISDA protocol should likely cover not only ISDA master agreements but also other master agreements (e.g.: local Master Agreements as ISDA did with the EMIR Protocol), CSAs and other collateral agreements. To consider whether the protocol may cover other cash products (as ISDA did in the case of the bail-in protocol in connection with article 55 of BRRD).

Further, ISDA should develop a priority fallback (as defined in the ISDA Benchmarks Supplement) to EONIA.		Ensuring CCPs can clear ESTER swaps as soon as the fixing is published would be seen as a positive 
step by the market along with sending a clear message of intent going forward.   The Working Group could 
also explore and potentially recommend an approach around what standard conventions should be 
used to avoid the market starting in a fragmented manner. 

As the transition begins to move to the next stage of implementation, setting up an infrastructure subgroup 
that reviews operational issues/challenges could offer guidance to market participants.    Discussion with 
other global working groups who have already initiated this type of sub group could provide the framework 
along with an understanding of highlighted ‘pain points’ and the path to resolution.

It would be helpful if ISDA CSA conventions (i.e.: an ESTER definition, agreement over whether a spread 
will apply post-transition) were at least in progress at the time of recalibration.  We suggest that if an end 
2021 deadline is to be met this work should be in progress at the time of recalibration to allow sufficient 
time for implementation of a CSA protocol.						We think that in addition to a publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA of end-2021, the plan should schedule an assessment at end-2020 of the state of play of the transition from EONIA to ESTER. Depending on the results of this assessment, public authorities should be empowered to take appropriate measures, such as the extension of the transition period for the recalibrated EONIA.		Though market can gradually move to alternate benchmarks earlier, it might be of advantage when EONIA/EURIBOR changes simultanouesly with other indices like Libor.
Secondly it would be helpful for the developmenet of markets if ECB started to publish ESTER as soon as this would be possible.				We recommend:
• A strong incentive for CCPs to adopt ESTER and state quickly publicly that they will do so.
• An ISDA protocol for CSAs to switch to ESTER.
• A standard compensation mechanism, including a methodology for the calculation of interest referencing ESTER.		If the “ESTER + X” recalibration is the approach recommended by this working group, an end-2021 publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA seems to be sufficient. This is certainly preferred over the “open-ended” extension discussed in the parallel run and contractual alternative approaches, which would most likely bifurcate the market. This two-year extension would allow market participants to ease off their EONIA dependencies while also moving to the January 1, 2022 deadline seen in other IBOR reforms around the world. To accelerate the transition, we would propose to make ESTER available before October 2019. The ECB has stated that they aim to release ESTER as early as possible, but only after they are confident that it meets their requirements regarding reliability and robustness.  However, as the working group seem to have determined the “pre-ESTER” data accurate enough to base the fixed spread between ESTER and EONIA necessary for recalibration. If our recommended recalibration approach were to be accepted, this would suggest that the “pre-ESTER” figure we see now is equal to the “actual” ESTER figure the ECB plans to release in October of 2019, meaning the “actual” ESTER rate can be made available today. Early publication would also help to accelerate the creation of an ESTER futures and OIS market, necessary to build the ESTER-term fallback to EURIBOR.		We understand that a deadline for the publication of the recalibrated EONIA can be an incentive for market participants to conclude the transition faster. However, in practical terms dealing with the challenges of this transition may require more time. We would therefore suggest that public authorities and the EUR RFR WG re-assess the progress of the transition from EONIA to ESTER one year after the first publication of the later and consider based on the outcome of this assessment the need for additional time prior to the ceasing of EONIA.
As mentioned in our response to Q1, EFAMA urges the administrator of EONIA and EMMI, as well as public authorities to communicate thoroughly on the evolved EONIA and the transition path in order to reduce litigation risks.		Recalibration will result in immediate migration to ESTER, so this cannot go any faster! 

The only fly in the ointment is that the spread between pre-ESTER & EONIA is elevated because of the PSPP and the volume of liquidity and reserves in the system. 

The size of the spread (i.e. ~8bp rather than <1bp) could complicate migration of legacy portfolios, and CSAs in particular, to ESTER. However given the return to “normal” is far in the future, if ever, that spread is unlikely to go to zero. 

I would also highlight the ECB should be aware of and manage, if required, the basis between ECB Depo rate and ESTER, as ESTER will become the vehicle to hedge and speculate on rates. This should help to ensure smooth transmission of monetary policy.		Announce a (early) transition date for CCPs;
Expactation: SG #3 to provide a strong opinion on how to deal with contracts, that are NOT transitioned to ESTER at the of the transition period (due to failed negotiations)		by increasing the level of trust of market participants: - 1) Ensure that the transition will not lead any value dispersion/arbitrage in the market 2) Include ISDA guidelines in the contracts for easier market acceptance.		Once a clear timeline for the discontinuation of EONIA has been determined and ESTER is published, we believe the incentives for market participants to transition to ESTER will be sufficient. The determination of a clear termination date for a reformed EONIA will actively discourage market participants from trading new business referencing this rate. We expect liquidity to naturally shift to ESTER.

Clearing houses have started preparation to offer cleared derivatives based on ESTER later this year, which will help in accelerating the transition across all derivatives markets, including OTC. 

Finally, we also expect capital markets to also start issuing euro bonds referencing ESTER, which will help accelerate the transition across all classes of products.		Market conterparties have a substantial need for a riskless benchmark rate. When CCPs start using ESTER in collateral calculation, it will accelerate the deployment of ESTER.				The existance of a liquid basis between EONIA and ESTER with many contributors on the market and for different maturities would create confidence and would allow an early migration of existing contracts to the new benchmark. This from one side would avoid to have old derivatives contracts to be linked to a benchmark rate that is less representative (being the market more and more focused on the ESTER); on the other side this would create a positive loop that will make ESTER rate more and more reliable and representative of money market.		For the swift development of the ESTER market, we believe the issuance of a reasonable volume of ESTER bonds by certain 'benchmark' entities, would be a necessary starting point. Therefore, we promote the preparation for the issuance of ESTER bonds by our clients, so they would be able to issue at the earliest moment possible. We hope that other influencers and market participants will radiate the same message. Furthermore, we discuss with banks the need to prepare their infrastructure and operations for the transition. For CCPs specifically, although we see at some a ‘wait and see approach’, we believe they should aim to be completely ready to start the trading and clearing of ESTER-linked derivatives as soon as possible, preferably with the publication date of ESTER by the ECB. Our belief is that the UK regulators accelerated the preparation by the financial firms through the information request of September 2018 ("Dear CEO Letter"). We believe the ECB could help acceleration of preparation if they started to engage individual basis in a similar manner.		We see operational and legal difficulties for the transition to be succesful. This includes, incorporating data feeds, checking and negotiating Credit Support Annexes, and possibly renewing the legacy OTC derivative book. Therefore we think further acceleration of the transition of the derivates market is not desirable.		It will be very helpful when EONIA/EURIBOR changes simultaneously with other indices like Libor.
It would be helpful for the development of markets if ECB starts to publish ESTER as soon as possible.		Building derivatives liquidity will require balanced growth in both supply and demand sides of this market, which may be facilitated through outreach, in order to ensure that all types of end users are well informed about the practicalities involved with transition.  Whilst the ECB report and EMMI consultation will do much of the work here, it may be beneficial to hold industry forums to spark dialogue among market participants within the industry.  In this way, the non-dealer/non-financial institution community may be provided with the information needed to better understand the practicalities involved.  A clear milestone based transition plan that is published (similar to what the ARRC set out in it’s “paced transition plan”) may also provide a steer of direction to the market.  From a legal perspective, clarity on whether redefined EONIA will be considered a successor to, or continuation, of EONIA is an important piece of guidance that the market would benefit from as soon as possible. Ideally, the answer should be delivered to the market by the ECB Working Groups, once they have received advice from legal counsel. If the answer is ambiguous, the ECB Working Groups should consider if a protocol (covering transactions and collateral documents) would be beneficial, in addition to the mitigants listed in section 6.1 (p.37) of the Report. Clearing houses are also in a unique position and should engage with members to seek feedback, and provide full transparency, on the discounting switch over date.  Similarly, full compensation for net present value changes and the method of such compensation should be discussed in detail with key stakeholders before implementation.				A deadline of end-2021 seems reasonable, although it does not contain a great deal of contingency for firms’ implementation projects. Nonetheless, it sets the right incentives, ensuring EONIA’s transition remains a priority for firms and that sufficient engagement & focus is maintained. The package of measures in the recommended path strike the appropriate balance between fostering and promoting ESTER adoption without presuming that adoption.				Q3

Eight member firms providing written feedback to ISDA agreed with the publication deadline;  and three member firms providing written feedback to ISDA disagreed with the publication deadline.

Two of the members who agreed with the publication deadline noted the benefit of aligning EONIA’s cessation to FCA’s LIBOR 2021 deadline and one of the two members also proposed alignment with the proposed 2 year extension to the EU Benchmark Regulations transition provision for critical benchmarks therefore providing uniformity to the market.  One of the members who disagreed with the proposed publication deadline noted that although the end of 2021 is sufficient for ESTER adoption, it will not allow enough time to repaper legacy trades and instead proposed a 2023 deadline for repapering.  

Another member providing feedback to ISDA in writing noted that a standardised, robust adjustment methodology must be established prior to the publication deadline for recalibrated EONIA, in order to prevent any unfair P&L transfers.  

One of the ISDA members who provided feedback to ISDA in writing proposed that the viability of ESTER and the size of the outstanding population of EONIA trades should be reviewed six to nine month prior to the publication deadline in order to determine if the end of 2021 is still appropriate.  Members participating on the call held to discuss the ISDA response were asked if they agreed with this proposal, no one on the call voiced any disagreement.

Another member providing written feedback to ISDA noted that the end of 2021 may not be enough time for the market to develop sufficient liquidity and infrastructure for ESTER based derivatives.

Another member providing feedback in writing noted that the parallel recalibration period (from recalibration date to publication deadline) should be as short as possible, providing a solution which will mitigate repapering costs until the time at which an industry protocol is developed or firm run-off exposure has substantially matured. 

One member noted that they would welcome additional guidance on the switch from EONIA to ESTER discounting.

Q4

One member, who proposed the 'pure succession' approach in Q2,  noted that the use of recalibrated EONIA in new contracts should be prohibited in order to ensure that firms begin transacting in ESTER and that the benefits of 'pure succession' are realized.

The general consensus of ISDA members providing feedback to ISDA in writing and on the ISDA call held to discuss the ISDA response is that ESTER should be published as soon as possible.

Another two members providing written feedback to ISDA proposed the issuance of ESTER linked bonds to increase adoption.

Another member providing written feedback noted that the working group should take into consideration how infrastructure providers are planning to deal with the switch.  One member said that early adoption by CCPs and trading venues would help to accelerate the transition.  Another agreed that early adoption of ESTER by CCPs would be beneficial and that the agreement of market conventions would prevent fragmentation.		End-2021 seems an extremely ambitious target for the publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA. We agree that this should be the aim, but there needs to be some leeway to extend this period, depending on how quickly the ESTER derivatives market develops. In order to accelerate the transition to ESTER it would be helpful to get ESTER published asap.		It would be helpful for the developmenet of markets if ECB started to publish ESTER as soon as this would be possible and link the transition spread between EONIA and ESTER.
In addition, clearing houses should be able to clear ESTER swaps as early as possible. 
Also, an as early as possible etablished future market would support the transition to ESTER.		We recommend that i) CCPs to consult as soon as possible on the use of  ESTER  ii) ISDA establishes a new protocol for CSAs remuneration rate to switch to ESTER  iii) Central banks and Market regulators to publicly communicate on ESTER and call for market practice evolution (including by suggesting that market participants stop quoting eonia swaps)		No, we believe the transfer mechanism described above will allow to transfer current EONIA derivatives liquidity to ESTER effectively and limit a potential value transfer in the system. It will help to create a liquid risk-free rate derivatives market based on ESTER.		Once recalibrated spread x is fixed, and ESTER+x is deemed economically equivalent to EONIA for legacy contract revision and/or compensation value, the market will transition rapidly.		End of publication means :
. end of authorization to trade new deals
. and repapering of all the legacy transactions
End-2021 is appropriate to stop new transactions on EONIA and promote actively the Ester adoption. But we consider the deadline too close  to manage smoothly the stock of contracts based on EONIA, which will require a deadline end 2023.
We are in favor to dissociate EONIA publication and EONIA authorization deadline to achieve this two objectives. In case there is no solution to manage such dissociation, we will then consider an EONIA publication until end-2023 more appropriate.		As stated in question 2, we agree with a deadline to be set as we understand it promotes the market to accelerate the transition to ESTER.		Whilst quite extreme, potentially making EURIBOR swaps unclearable could achieve this, or stipulating differences in capital treatment. In our view it is important that some measures are taken to ensure ESTER is actually used and doesn’t become redundant/optional given the push to move to risk-free rates.		Moving the publication date of ESTER ahead of October 2019 (the current expected publishing date) would accelerate the transition of the derivatives market to ESTER. 

The development of an ISDA protocol mechanism to transition derivatives documentations from EONIA to ESTER would also help the transition.		- For a smooth transition we would prefer a 3 year period starting from the moment ESTER is first published. End 2021 only gives a period of roughly 2 years after ESTER publication. 
- Embedding ESTER into ECB monetary policy instruments.
- Link instruments which are issued by public entities to ESTER.
- It would help if ESTER is published as soon as possible so the market can start to adapt to the new rate.		In respect of 3: Yes, we agree that this should be feasible. We also would like to stress that the earlier there is clarity, the better, so that there is sufficient time to complete the transition maybe even earlier and to avoid the further build up of legacy contracts. 
Addition on 4: We think it might help to enforce ESTER based contracts as of 1 January 2020 for new contracts. This will improve liquidity and forces the market to get acquainted with the new benchmark.		Early publication of the rate will mean that market participants will be able to adpot the rate sooner.  Also regulatory relief, for a limited period, will help to encourage market participant to migrate.		Active involvement of regulators to stimulate market participation to make the market.

		5		Do you see any benefit in the new recalibrated EONIA to be authorised and supervised until its publication deadline? (Yes/No)		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes				Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

				Please elaborate.		Regulatory authorisation of recalibrated EONIA reduces pressure to change contracts etc immediately.		This depends on when EONIA will become recalibrated. If, as was the suggestion of the Working Group that EONIA was recalibrated on the first day of ESTER publication then there would be no need (since ESTER is an authorised/supervised benchmark and EONIA will become ESTER+a fixed spread as determined by the Central Bank). If the recalibration was delayed until the end of 2021 then KBC Groep NV does not see any benefit in having the recalibrated EONIA as an authorised benchmark (provided that the EU BMR regulation was also delayed until end 2021 which is looking highly likely)		There may however be some marginal perceived benefit from having an authorised/supervised status when transitioning unsophisticated market participants.		Although the authorisation and supervision of the new recalibrated EONIA would give lower incentive to transition from EONIA to ESTER as soon as possible, this will offer late adopters the opportunity to move from EONIA to ESTER beyond the BMR transitional deadline of 1 Janaury 2020 as timelines are very short.		The autorisation of EONIA will enable it to be used as reference till its cessation. It ensures legal security for the continuation of existing contracts. It also gives the needed flexibility to manage the time necessary to finalise the legal and organisational works for each market participants, possibly through an extension of the transition period. In that respect we share the view of the WG that the revision of BMR to extend by 2 years the period of transition towards compliance for critical benchmarks (including EONIA) and to extend the period where authorities have the capacity to impose mandatory contributions is of utmost importance to avoid precipitation and the risk of a blocage of the short term end of the interest rate market.				As pointed out in this Report at paragraph "EONIA recalibration approach" and paragraph "Regulator/Benchmarks Regulation consideration", the new recalibrated EONIA to be authorised and supervised under the BMR would mitigate litigation risks and, in particular, any clarification by the administrator of EONIA and the European Authorities that the evolution of the methodology does not alter the underlying interest would contribute to a smooth transition.		Recalibrated EONIA (=ESTER+x) should be authorised and supervised as this allows banks to continue using EONIA as a legal construction and helps to administer operational work during migration.		We believe that there is an added benefit in the fact that the new recalibrated Eonia is authorised and supervised until its publication date. Market participants want to be sure that the recalibrated Eonia is in compliance with (1) the EU Benchmarks Regulation and (2) the Financial Stability Board's (FSB's)  recommendations and (3) IOSCO Principles for Financial Benchmarks. When there is authorisation and supervision, the market can rest assured that transactions based on recalibrated Eonia are indeed compliant.		Authorisation and Supervision would be a nice-to-have, but has no tangible benefits in our view.		The Committee strongly believes that the new recalibrated EONIA should be authorized and supervised until its publication deadline.

The implementation of the new methodology, calculating the EONIA by applying a spread to ESTER, can generate regulatory doubts and/or legal disagreements. One of those could be whether EONIA is still a benchmark, which could prevent EMMI from taking the responsibility of its publication. Therefore, it is especially relevant that the public sector is involved and supports this process with the necessary laws and regulations. The involvement of EMMI would be key.		Recalibrated EONIA should continue to be authorized and supervised until its publication deadline.		Yes, as long as it is - under the new methodology -  legally and from the accounting side fully accepted as EONIA continuation ("essentially the same"). This would make transition easier.		The authorisation and supervision reduce litigation risk.		Yes, as it would add additional safety to the further usage of EONIA - especially if the proposed extension of the BMR transition period will not come true.		It will legitimate the new methodology and reduce litigation risk
It will also smooth the transition in case BMR transition period is not extended		BFCM believes the authorization for the “new” EONIA under BMR is mandatory and essential for a “smooth” transition period and a full market acceptance. A legal support from public authorities is the only foreseeable solution to support the banking industry shift. At least a full recognition statement by the competent authorities would help to legitimate this “reformed” EONIA standard.		In addition we would like to comment, that we are fine with the proposed recommendation of the ECB WG to EMMI ( the EONIA=ESTER margin methodology), but we want also to emphasize that further efforts should also be directed towards the succession rate scenario ( in the envisaged longer transition path until 2021 it could be achievable that one European legislative body is empowered to deem ESTER+margin as successor and this would significantly ease the transition for EU members).		PGGM would assume that if the EU BMR approves Eonia as a rate dependent on ESTER it would be authorised and supervised as well. Although supervision would be easy since ESTER is supervised already.		We do see benefit in the new recalibrated EONIA to be authorised and supervised until the publication deadline and be declared BMR compliant. Proper authorisation could take away potential regulatory uncertainties / objections around the use of recalibrated EONIA of certain market participants. We feel that authorisation enlarges the flexibility for individual market participants to manage the transition.		Yes, having the new recalibrated EONIA authorized under the EU Bechmark Regulation would add legal certainty to the transition path.		Not only do we see the benefit of EMMI/EONIA being authorized and supervised but we believe that it is an absolute and necessary step for a time limited recalibration approach with a spread.
The whole point of using a recalibration approach with spread is to make EONIA BMR compliant to allow for a smooth transition.
Should EONIA not be swiftly and clearly authorized or supervised this transition path would be unfeasible  as it will raise questions on why the evolved methodology is not deemed compliant by the authorities  and significantly lower market confidence in the new methodology. 

Last, we would also recommend the value of the spread being set and communicated by the authorities (i.e ECB, which is already providing pre-ESTER data).		See answer to question 1/ and question 3/		This would ensure that the index retains legitimacy as long as it is being published and may also be important to avoid triggering fallback protocols.		As long as a liquid ESTER derivatives market is not in place, EONIA must be authorized in order to be able to manage the interest rate risks in an efficient way.		The potential legal risks of a change in methodology would be considerably mitigated if the evolved EONIA methodology is authorized under the EU BMR and public authorities make public statement during the authorization process underlying the lack of changes in the underlying interest of the benchmark.

Further, not authorising EONIA under BMR may result in a situation where it cannot be used in any contracts (e.g.: for instance, if the current transitional period is not extended) and where ESTER is not being widely used or there are entities which are not operationally prepared to work with it. Moreover, it could lead to a disappearance of the EONIA curve, given that supervised entities in the EU would not be able to use it in legacy contracts (unless 51.4 is enforced by FSMA).		We don’t see the benefit in not having EONIA authorised and supervised under the EU BMR.  We would 
support engagement with the authorities to ensure compliance with the BMR given this is essential to
 permission to use recalibrated EONIA. The rate will continue to be a critical benchmark and the associated 
obligations of the Administrator outlined in the EU BMR are important elements in maintaining a robust and 
well governed rate.   Continued involvement by the FSMA would preserve the rate’s credibility with market 
participants and give regulatory oversight in the transition framework and evolution to ESTER		This would provide a more robust framework for the transition and would minimise any legal and conduct risk.		If the calibration approach of EONIA is the chosen option, there is a need to define the spread, the date of calibration and the time limit. 
The spread is being observed and analised. 

The period for the calculation should be the largest possible, using all the available data.

After being announced the calibration, EONIA becomes ESTER + Fixed Spread, so there will be no intervention of the banks belonging to the present EONIA panel. EMMI, as the administrator of EONIA, must go through the process of authorisation in the FSMA of the change in EONIA's calculation methodology to get legitimacy from the authorities. This process is essential and must be developed  as soon as possible, in order to be ready in October 2019, which is the date of first publication of ESTER.		Authorisation and supervision of the new recalibrated EONIA are critical in our point of view to ensure a continuity for contracts and funds referencing EONIA. This is an essential step for a smooth transition as this should reduce the litigation risk emerging from the move to the new EONIA. As stated in question 2, the switch to the recalibrated EONIA shall be accompanied by intense communication from public authorities and the recalibrated EONIA administrator. Asset managers shall not have to notify each unit or shareholders of funds referencing EONIA.		As mentioned in the report, any authorisation or other "official" statements from authorities supporting the calculations of the recalibrated EONIA can shorten discussions and potentially reduce legal risks. The stronger the statement and involvement, the better for the financial industry. Consequently, we are in favour of the recalibrated EONIA (=ESTER+x) to be authorised and supervised as this allows banks to continue using EONIA as a legal construction and helps to administer operational work during migration.				We believe the authorization of the new EONIA under BMR is necessary and essential for a smooth transition and a wide market acceptance. Commitment and support from regulators and public authorities is crucial to legitimate the new EONIA “recalibration” methodology. If not provided there is a risk that some clients and counterparties will refuse the new EONIA methodology and take legal action. A legal support from public authorities is the only mean to achieve this. 
Moreover, the authorization of the new EONIA methodology by FSMA would allow a smoother transition, especially if the transition period under BMR is not extended beyond end 2019.		For key benchmarks, authorisation and ongoing supervision of the rates can only improve their integrity, and we would contend that it is rather that any non-authorised or unsupervised status requires justification.		See our response to Q1		CSA migration from EONIA to ESTER will take time given the economic effects of an ~8bp shift in discount rates.		Allows to conduct new trades referencing recalibrated EONIA in 2020 and 2021 event if extension of BMR transition period fails. Allowing new trades liquidity and hedging in the transition period esp. in the beginning when liquidity in ESTER might still be scarce		As it can increase transition's speed and acceptance of the new rate by market partricipants		A temporary authorisation of the new recalibrated EONIA will help removing any concerns about the compliance of this rate with the EU benchmarks regulation.		Why does EONIA need to have a publication deadline. It could be a benchmark which is derived from a formula. The transiotion from EONIA to EONIA formula should be seamless. There can be some really long contracts.		Recalibrated EONIA should seek to be EU Benchmrk Regulation compliant to ensure robustness and transparancy.		Yes, this should allow to understand and monitor discrepancies with respect to the old benchmark in advance and in general should provide a more robust framework for the transition.		We need to get to a market-participants accepted consensus. We believe it is not possible to endorse a recalibrated EONIA by law. Therefore, the more confidence there is in an interim solution, the easier it will be to embrace by the market. Authorisation and supervision will increase confidence in the appropriateness of the methodology and appropriateness of the governance. Furthermore, it will be a form of protection, especially for the least sophisticated users.		Its a good initiative that the recalibrated EONIA will be authorised and supervised. However, if the recalibrated EONIA will be ESTER plus a fixed spread, the authorization and supervision of ESTER should also be sufficient.		Due to the fixed spread and the already established and audited processes of the reporting banks, we do not believe that supervisory monitoring brings any additional added value.		Morgan Stanley strongly believes that it would be beneficial to the market for recalibrated EONIA to be authorised and supervised until its publication deadline. This would provide certainty that EONIA could continue to be used in new and legacy transactions without having to rely on the EU BMR transitional provisions. It would also confirm that recalibrated EONIA meets the requirements of the EU BMR (and therefore the IOSCO principles) and would allow recalibrated EONIA to continue to be a critical benchmark for so long as it is published. Finally, it would ensure that transactions subject to life-cycle events would not face disruption, thus contributing to a smooth transition away from EONIA.				EONIA needs to be available for users globally, including in Europe, until it is permanently discontinued. The most straightforward method for achieving this is via its authorisation.		To achieve the highest level of acceptance amongst all stakeholders it is necessary to get the approval for the recalibrated EONIA from the relevant regulator.		Eight members providing feedback to ISDA in writing agreed that authorisation and supervision would ease transition issues; another noted that it shouldn't be strictly necessary but it would be a sensible approach.  Members participating on the ISDA call held to discuss the ISDA response were asked if they agreed with the authorisation and supervision, no one on the call voiced any disagreement. 

One member providing written feedback to ISDA noted that while authorization has its benefits, it may dissuade people from transitioning to ESTER as they may continue adding to their EONIA exposure in lieu of operationalizing ESTER capabilities. Another member noted that if this were to defer the prohibition of use in new contracts, it may only serve to prolong the necessary unification of market conventions.  

One member who provided written feedback to ISDA said that the legal risks of a change in methodology would be considerably mitigated if the recalibrated EONIA is authorized under the BMR and that failure to authorize could lead to an inability to continue using EONIA in new contracts and the disappearance of the EONIA curve.		In order to ensure market and public trust in the recalibrated EONIA it will be beneficial if it is authorised and supervised by the ECB.		We believe that a modified methodology prior to the linking between EONIA and ESTER is not required in ordet to perform the linking. We do not see any added value by authorising and supervising the new recalibrated EONIA (=ESTER+spread). In addition, if it is not supervised the motivation to move the new benchmark is incentivised.		We believe the authorization of the new EONIA under BMR is necessary and essential for a smooth transition and a wide market acceptance.		Seeking authorization for the new recalibrated EONIA under the EU Benchmarks Regulation will allow to provide a more robust framework for the transition and might help to reduce legal risks. It would highlight the transition process in line with best practices and international recommendations.		n.a.		Our recommendation would be to dissociate publication and authorization deadline.  
 - We recommend a long EONIA publication period which will allow us to manage our stock more quietly – 2025 could be comfortable.
- On the other hand, we believe that EONIA authorization deadline must occur earlier to promote ESTER adoption by all market actors - end 2021 seems reasonable to us.
So, considering that there is no easy way to dissociate EONIA publication and EONIA authorization deadline , we would be more comfortable to have EONIA publication until end-2023.		We believe EMMI should do the publication and ensure it complies with BMR. If the index is authorised and supervised it will provide more robustness and confidence in the market. We believe the supervisory colleges should issue an opinion.  Furthermore, in order to avoid validation of the contractual terms and prospectus, which is burdensome and requires significant time ahead, an official communication originated from the regulators stating the need to transit to ESTER would be the most appropriate solution. Such global and official communication by the authorities in charge would help avoid bilateral client communication to transmit the same information.		This would help participants to comply with their obligations under the EU Benchmark Regulation, which would bring an amount of clarity (and sense of calmness) to the market, allowing partipants to focus on other more pressing issues relating to risk-free rate reform and transition.		The authorization and superivision of recalibrated EONIA would give certainty to the market that the rate would not be discontinued during the transition period.		- We assume the WG means with this question that EONIA usage for new transactions is extended after 1-1-2020. If this is the case we believe it is a positive development. The extra time period facilitates the move from legacy EONIA trades to ESTER trades as there simultaneously is an authorised EONIA and ESTER market. 
- During the period until the deadline, legacy transactions will fade out/mature which solves part of the issue.
- Meanwhile, new trades are expected to be based on ESTER as it is unlikely participants would like to enter trades in a benchmark that disappears. We expect the market to move to ESTER quickly.		Although we believe that ESTER is more robust and less prone to manipulation, the spread still has some vulnerability to manipulation, especially when the calculation methodology is agreed upon and publicized beforehand. We therefore believe that the recalibrated EONIA should be supervised as early as possible.		Early authorisation and supervision will add credibility ahead of the transition date.		(although if EONIA is derived in a mathematical way from ESTER, the benefits seem limited)

		6		Do you agree with a spread methodology based on a 1-year pre-ESTER historical data period, calculated as an average with a 15% trimming? (Yes/No/No opinion)		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No opinion		No opinion		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No opinion		Yes		No

				Please elaborate.		Please refer to response under point 7 .		KBC Groep NV agrees with the one year historical data period and understands the logic behind the 15% trimming. KBC Groep NV would ask if the data be nominal weighted as this was not clear from the methodology		This is sufficient however using a historical data period back to the start of available ESTER data may make more intuitive sense		The autorisation of EONIA will enable it to be used as reference till its cessation. It ensures legal security for the continuation of existing contracts. It also gives the needed flexibility to manage the time necessary to finalise the legal and organisational works for each market participants, possibly through an extension of the transition period. In that respect we share the view of the WG that the revision of BMR to extend by 2 years the period of transition towards compliance for critical benchmarks (including EONIA) and to extend the period where authorities have the capacity to impose mandatory contributions is of utmost importance to avoid precipitation and the risk of a blocage of the short term end of the interest rate market.		In order to facilitate and accelarate the transition towards ESTER, the most relevant point when calculating the adjustment spread is to mitigate the risk of a significant price impact. Therefore the reference to the very recent past is necessary. We happen to have lived through a period of very low volatility on short term interest rates with a flat curve, negative O/N rates and a good visibility on ECB 's monetary policy. This context is likely to continue in 2019. On the other hand, we cannot take the view that there will not be tensions in the coming months, considering the political uncertainty for example, and we have to avoid to take a figure for the adjustment spread that would mirror a short term crisis level and use it as a reference for several years. The suggested 1 year period of observation offers a good balance in our view. The 15% trimming has the double advantage to be the level that will apply in Euribor's new methodology and to exclude outliers while keeping 70% of the observations and ensuring sufficient depth and significance of the data. The discussion about the risk of a parallel run for the period of observation and the effective publication of ESTER suggests that there could be manipulative intentions on the part of some market participants. We do not share this fear and expect supervised entities to act profesionally and in good faith. Nevertheless, we agree that prudence should be paramount and totally agree with the  proposition to determine the spread just before the first publication of ESTER.				We agree with working group's reccomendations. In order to define a fair level of the spread between ESTER and EONIA,  1-year pre-ESTER historical data period analysis is a fair amount of time. Moreover a 15% trimming should guarantee that unwarranted volatility effects are avoided, with the final spread reflecting the actual market pricing's best esteem.		Sounds like a reasonable compromise between market adherence and reduced volaitility.		We agree with the 1-year pre-ESTER historical data period, calculated as an average with a 15% trimming. Of course, there are many different possible spread methodologies, of which the one proposed by the ECB is just one possibility. However, we believe that this methodology is an accurate representation of the Eonia/Ester spread, is transparant and simple, and is robust (from a data perspective).		Good tradeoff between relevance and stability.		The Committee considers that the spread methodology will be adequate. We deem that trimming at the level of 15% should be suitable: However, 1 year of pre-ESTER could be insufficient. It seems more reasonable to calculate the spread average using all pre-ESTER historical data (more than two years) to avoid unwelcome volatility and vulnerability to outliers.

Having said the above, although this methodology seems the best alternative among those analyzed, it is not possible to ensure 100% that this could be the definitive solution that guarantee to avoid errors or damages to the parties involved. In this sense, the more data used to calculate the spread the best for the index. In some circumstances, the spread could be calculated giving more weight to nearby data and less to distant data.		We agree that the use of a trimmed mean from 1yr pre ESTER historical period is a practical approach.		The most important point is reliability and transparency of the approach. Of course, there are more sophisticated approaches (e.g. time-weighting), but given the close relationship of the two reference rates and the small absolute difference in values (in the past), an easy-to-understand and easy-to-adopt approach supersedes theoretical aspects.		Both rates are highly correlated and the spread between EONIA and ESTER has been rather stable since the start of the pre-ESTER publication since March 2017.In contrast, the representativness of the spread for the very long term is not proofed. A change in the overall market environment could have a relevant impact on the spread. This risk is minimized due to the time limited approach.

A historical period of one year is sufficient to exclude anomalies. In addition, the trimming mechanism smoothes out outliers.Given the inferior impact of the different calculation methods, a 15% trimming is adequate.		Yes, although one year period seems to have been determined rather arbitrarily.		ECB should be the calculation agent or should validate the spread		BFCM approves the proposed methodology based on a 1 year period to determine the spread. We recommend that the spread be calculated by ECB thus avoiding any litigation issue.				The most important fact about the method to set the spread is that it should be legally robust, so that it won't be possible to start legal procedures against the spread chosen.		Given the stability of the spread between (pre-)ESTER and EONIA, we don’t object to a spread methodology based on a 1-year pre-ESTER historical period.		Yes, taking into account historic data is necessary, smoothing out potential daily volatility in the spread. Using a 1 year window allows the spread to be responsive to potential recent market developments, without putting excessive weight on recent history. Similarly, a 15% trimmed mean ensures large outliers do not drive the calculated spread.		Given that oldest MMSR data date back to March 2017 and the tight schedule before January 2020 we believe that a one-year data period is the longest and most robust time series available to us.
Results provided in table 8 supported by historical evidence of a stable spread point out that EONIA and ESTER are highly correlated and whatever  spread calculation methodology is used,  all the results are pretty close, so at this time we don’t have any strong opinion on what spread calculation methodology should be used. However we would not favor a shorter data series to mitigate vulnerability to anomalies and undue external influence.		Yes. We agree with the recommended spread methodology knowing that the average solution for the calculation of the spread is the only one possible (no forward spread approach possible). As emphasized above, for this methodology to be workable and acceptable, it must be validated by the EU authorities and in particular by EMMI and FSMA.

We do not see the choice between the averaging methodologies as a key issue, as the spread is rather stable over the provided window

And we also consider that the spread should be published by the ECB and not by EMMI.		We note that both the ISDA fallback and ARRC seem to be heading towards using a historical spread methodology using a longer data period. 
Whilst we recognise the limitations of the data available for pre-ESTER, we would prefer an approach that is more consistent with ISDA/ARRC. 
It is important that the processes used to transition to new RFR are widely seen as robust and if they are consistent it is easier to message to end users that the ‘right’ approach is being used in all cases. 
With that said, given the stability of the spread between pre-ESTER and EONIA in the data available the economic difference between the proposed approach and a longer window (say back to the first available date of pre-ESTER) is negligible so we would also be supportive of a 1 year data period. We would also agree with the use of either a trimmed mean or median in order to reduce the impact of outlier data points which may be a concern for such a new data series.		We agree with a backward looking methodology, in the absence of possible or adequate forward-looking and/or dynamic methodologies. The calculation method seems appropriate. The length of the period must allow to capture the current market conditions and should not exceed 1 year						A 1-year period gives enough statistical robustness and minimises unwelcome volatility. The proposed 15% trimmed mean seems appropriate to smooth out possible outliers.		Although supporting the use of trimming mechanisms to remove outliers, we acknowledge that ESTER is using a 25% trimming mechanism on its input data, while in EONIA no trimming mechanism is used.

From a statistical point of view, it would be better to calculate a spread between the two benchmarks using similar trimming mechanisms, than applying a trimming mechanism to the spread difference. However, since that relates directly to EONIA methodology (and assuming that it will not change), we understand the need to choose a level of trimming “guided by practical considerations” as proposed.

Nonetheless we don't understand what is the rational of using 15% trimming since:
(i) for the calculation of ESTER the criteria used is trimming 25%.
(ii) the results of the  EONIA-ESTER spread simulations show that the differences in value are lower for the  trimmed mean (25% full data)
We don't understand what is the racional of using 15% trimming, as for the calculation of ESTER the criteria used is trimming 25%		We agree with the one-year Pre-ESTER observation period to get an accurate view of the banks' short-term refinancing conditions. It is simple to understand and to implement, while allowing to exclude outliers thanks to the trimming mechanism. That said, the period between December 2017 and March 2018 should not be taken into account in our views since the spread increased noticeably.		Based on the analyses carried out, we would agree with the approach proposed as it represents a reasonable compromise between market adherence and reduced volaitility.				Yes we approve of the proposed methodology for the spread. Also, we recommend that the disclosure of the spread and detailed methodology should occur on the same day as the disclosure of the one year reference period. French banks recommend that the spread be calculated by the ECB, in order to have an official support and legitimacy.		We agree with a spread methodology based on a 1-year pre-ESTER historical data period at a minimum. As pre-ESTER data is available from March of 2017, a 2-year look-back period may be found to better reflect the historical spread between the two rates and offer statistical rigor due to the larger sample size. The spread, as stated in the consultation, has been rather stable since the start of pre-ESTER publication, as both rates have been highly correlated over this 2-year span. This stability means that the recommended 15% trimming should eliminate outliers in both a 1- and 2- year period of observation, meaning that we have no issue with the given trimming percentage.		EFAMA agrees with the 1-year pre-ESTER historical data period as it can be sufficient to capture the real economic value of the rate.
As regards the trimming mechanism, we consider a 15% trimming is important to exclude outliers, is consistent with Euribor’s hybrid methodology as presented so far and allows for sufficient data depth by ensuring the majority of observations during the historical data period are kept in.		A longer period of 2 or more years should be considered. Accuracy is NOT a function of the “last observation”!		The methodology carries a litigation risk, as would any other.				No further comments.				Provides a compromise between benefits of a longer period e.g. transparancy and robustness and those of a shorter period e.g.better capture of nearer term EONIA-ESTER spread reducing potential value transfer		1y is a good trade off between capturing recent market events and stability of the bmk. The 15% trimming also will help to remove outlier transactions.		Without seeking scientific anchoring of our belief, and assuming the transition period will end on December 31, 2021, we believe a one-year pre-ESTER period is appropriately representative. If a longer transition period transpires, a fixed spread is more difficult to defend. Although the EONIA - ESTER spread seems relatively stable over the period of available data, we believe the spread tends to widen or narrow in certain sub-periods. A change in spread could represent a fundamental change in the market and therefore ignoring it would be inappropriate if used for a long transition period. Furthermore, we see the 15% trimming as an appropriate balance between the benefits of outlier correction and allowing specific impactful circumstances to have their influence on the spreads. We performed simulation and believe outcomes are not very sensitive to this percentage.		We are in favor of the spread-methodology over the other options presented in the report. However, we do think the spread should be more reliant on current market conditions than is the case with a 12-month average. A decay factor in a 12-month weighing scheme of daily observations could be considered in this respect. 

The 15% trimming is a solid way to remove the biggest outliers in the observations.		Based on the working group analyses carried out, we find the approach proposed as it represents a reasonable compromise between market adherence and reduced volatility.		Morgan Stanley agrees that one year should be used as the look back period.  It is important that the spread calculated for the recalibration approach is based off of a long enough period to exhibit robustness as it will be used as a constant spread in long dated swaps. We also agree that 15% can be chosen as the trimming percentage because this percentage is proven in the consultation as providing a stable result while at the same time, not meaningfully reducing volumes.		The time frame yields a significant set of data, the trimming rate is effective to smooth Eonia outliers.		This approach reflects a good balance between accuracy, predictability, simplicity and transparency.		A 12 mths period of pre ESTER data seems an appropriate basis to develop an adequate spread. On the one hand it is long enough to eliminate any erratic market moves on the other hand is short enough to represent a recent spread between the two rates which should minimize any possible unintended value transfer. Also the 15% trimming seems appropriate to cope with the intrinsic volatility.		Eight member firms providing feedback to ISDA in writing agreed with a spread methodology based on a 1-year pre-ESTER historical data period, calculated as an average with a 15% trimming.  One of these firms noted that it provides a compromise between the benefits of a longer period e.g. transparency and robustness and those of a shorter period e.g. a better capture of nearer term EONIA-ESTER spread reducing potential value transfer.  

Another member who agreed with the proposal noted that the compounded rate of the sum of ESTER and a spread X will be different from the sum of the compounded rate of ESTER and a spread X.  Hence the EONIA OISs with recalibrated EONIA cannot be exactly the same as the ESTER OISs.  For example, an EONIA OIS exchanging compounded recalibrated EONIA (=ESTER+X) and a fixed rate Y will be slightly different from the ESTER OIS exchanging compounded ESTER and the fixed rate Y-X, and there remains minor economical differences.  This should be properly reflected in settlement calculations and valuation methodologies and should be made clear by the working group to avoid any confusions in the market.

Another member who supported the proposal also noted that it may be helpful to review the lessons learnt from the GBP market where changes have already been decided.

Two member firms providing written feedback to ISDA had no strong opinion although one noted a proviso that the valuation transfer risk around the date of recalibration is minimal.

One member providing feedback in writing to ISDA noted that consideration should be given to a longer lookback that mirrors from the start of Pre-ESTER with no trimming applied.  They explained that market participants will have built forward curves based on the movements that the market has seen historically.  They advised that these movements would include month, quarter and year end and by removing these ‘outliers’, the spread has the potential to be less representative of the known fluctuations in pricing that these moves generate.

Members participating on the ISDA call held to discuss the ISDA response were asked if they agreed with the proposal, no one on the call voiced any disagreement.		A 1-year pre-ESTER historical data period, calculated as an average with 15% trimming, should ensure that a sufficient dataset is collected to ensure an accurate spread for ESTER-Eonia which the market can trust in. In order to achieve maximum market trust ESTER-submissions should be supervised during the pre-ESTER period.		Based on the analyses carried out, we would agree with the approach proposed as it represents a reasonable compromise between market adherence and reduced volaitility.				We are supportive of a fixed spread, calculated on a longer period of observation and a trimming mechanism. A fixed EONIA ESTER relationship and therefore a fixed spread is from our perspective a stable platform in the transition period and allows a smooth shift to ESTER. A longer period of observation is our preferred solution as it includes a large sample size, volatility and outliers do not have a dominating impact. The use of a trimming factor also helps to flatten the impact of possible outliers.		n.a.		Ok with proposed methodology.		We agree with the spread methodology calculated as an average with a 15% trimming as it reduces volatility.				We have some concerns about the sufficency of data over one year data period if the 15% trimming methodology is applied.  If the trimming methodology is applied, we question whether there are sufficient observations in to ensure that the calculated spread is robust.		- This is difficult to judge. The obvious pro’s and con’s are already there in the consultation. We do not disagree with the chosen period and trimming. 
- Good and early communication of the chosen parameters is important for an efficient market.		We do not have any objections against this methodology.		We would be supportive of the maximum realistic historical data period.

		7		If not, what would be your preferred option and why? (Please choose from the other options presented in the report)		Another option. Please specify in the cell below.				Trimmed mean (15% full data)																																										Median (full data)						Historical mean full data (416D)				Trimmed mean (25% full data)														Trimmed mean (10% full data)				Trimmed mean (15% full data)												Another option. Please specify in the cell below.		It could take from 12 up to 24 month depending on systems in place. In addition to that, we would like to bring to your attention that most challenging task in this regard are seen in the area of legal issues of legacy deals and communication to the counterparts respectively clients.																																		Trimmed mean (15% full data)		Trimmed mean (15% full data)

				Please provide the reasons for your preferred option.		We basically agree with the proposed spread methodology - data of 1 year, 15% trimming - but would recommend to consider a time weighted average with the purpose of  assigning more weight to more current data than to data points in the distant past. Exponential weighting could also be an option. If this is not possible and a simple average shall be used, we would prefer a shorter period of for example 6 months to end up closer to the last observed values.				Using a historical data period back to the start of available ESTER data may make more intuitive sense																																																We feel consideration should be given to a longer lookback that mirrors from the start of Pre-ESTER 
with no trimming applied.  Market participants will have built forward curves based on the movements that 
the market has seen historically.  These movements would include month, quarter and year end.  By 
removing these ‘outliers’, the spread has the potential to be less representative of the known fluctuations in 
pricing that these moves generate.  

While the analysis for the recommended timeframe and trimming has merit, all calculation methodologies 
proposed benefit from a stable rate environment regardless of the lookback or trimming proposal.  The 
effect on the proposed spread rate between these two approaches is nil (if rounding applied) as both are
 9bps.  By providing the longest lookback available we feel this will compensate for the lack of historical 
data of ESTER.				It is wiser to use full data pre-ESTER available. The calibration of EONIA implies the definition of a one-off spread, so it should have as much information as available.		N/A												The size of the trim is not too important as long as it eliminates idiosyncratic year-end balance sheet effects. Full data set is the more important option.				The look back period duration (1y) seems a bit "short" and doesn't encompass large "shock" in the markets (Brexit already known, no rate increase/decrease by the ECB, …). A Pre-Ester historical data period (2Y instead of 1Y) would smooth any potential dispersion and arbitrage before the final coutdown												A decay factor in a 12-month weighing scheme of dialy observations of the EONIA-ESTER spread could be considered. This will make the spread more reliant on current market conditions.

The 15% trimming is a solid way to remove the biggest outliers.																										n.a.		n.a.				- N.a.		N/A		Realisitcally this is likely to be capped at 5 years.		Suggestion is to use the full data set (15% trimming), see table on p56.

		8		How much time do you think would be the minimum to make your systems ready for ESTER T+1 publication? (Number of months)		3		6		1		9		15		6		12		18		-		9						18				6		9				6		8		1				6		8		9		8		8		12		4		12		20				12		9				20		6		5		6				18		18						12		Dec-21				3		9		24				6		12						The deadline of 1st November can be reached only for limited setup/workarounds whilst for a full implementation we need to consider 12-15 months, depending on the approach that will be defined for index fixing at T+1						6		6		24		9		6		6

				Please provide the reasons for your time estimation.		Relatively limited use of EONIA (only valuations, collaterals) and therefore relatively short estimated required time for system changes. Currently no outstanding and no issuance of EONIA-linked paper, no EONIA swaps or repos, etc		This is currently under investigation internally so no firm figure can and 6 months is currently an estimate		Currently we update EONIA on a T+1 basis, so would envisage minimal impact.  Sonia change from T to T+1 was relatively straightforward		EONIA is used in a wide variety of derivatives, CSA and cash products and for valuation purposes for euro denomintated products (not only EONIA linked, but also EURIBOR linked). Therefore, many systems, processes and contracts will be effected by the transition from EONIA to ESTER. ING is still in the process of investigating the impact of such transition (including the T to T+1 publication time change), so it is difficult to be precise on the minimum time that is needed to be ready for recalibrated EONIA and ESTER. ING strives to be ready for both by the time ESTER starts its publication in October 2019, hence 9 months from now.

Most importantly is that the Working Group on Euro Risk Free Rates, in cooperation with the clearing houses and ISDA, will provide more detailed guidance on how discounting and collateral remuneration will be performed on legacy EONIA and EURIBOR-linked contracts and on new ESTER-based contracts once (1) ESTER starts its publication by October 2019 and (2) once he EONIA publication stops on the recommended end date of 1 January 2022. This to avoid valuation differences between counterparties, but also for market participants to be ready by October 2019. Alternatively, a compensation mechanism should be in place to avoid huge value transfers between counterparties, however: how can this be legally binding?		The WG rightly points towards the case of asset managers with a specific reference to MMFs that are very popular partly because they offer same day settlement. Amundi in its response to the previous consultation urged ECB to reconsider the time schedule to publish ESTER in the evening. The current process with EONIA enables to take the most recent EONIA to compute the NAV of the funds and get a precise estimate in the evening and in any case early in the morning. We reiterate our proposal that ECB should in priority try and amend its current process to collect data that enable the calculation of ESTER. Should we understand from the wording of the report that it is not in the intentions of ECB to consider this possibility?  In this case, not only the valuation process but also the risk management and documentation will be impacted. It does not appear at first look to be very time consuming in terms of IT but any project needing to be included in an annual planning it is necessary to ask for a 15 months delay to find a proper slot.				Our systems will be ready to capture  ESTER from the info-providers as soon as the new rate will be published in October (of course the ESTER's ID/RIC will be necessary at least 2-3 weeks in advance and a test period to check the reuters/bloomberg quotes could be really helpful).
Having said that, we must underline that, as of now, a lot questions remain unanswered and the different transition scenarios (“successor rate”, “recalibration” and “parallel”) have very different IT implications. Assuming that the recalibration with spread (the choice sponsored by the WG) will be the final choice, it would be fundamental to know when the old EONIA will cease to be published by EMMI. We foresee two scenarios :  1) EMMI stops to produce the EONIA together with the first ESTER publication, in this case we should adjust the all current EONIA procedures/processes given the fact that ESTER (and so  the re-calculated EONIA) will be known only at T+1. This scenario would force us to be ready from the  very start of ESTER  but at this point October would be a challenging deadline; 2) EMMI continues to produce and publish an indipendent EONIA fixing at T until the recalibration process starts (1/1/20?),  in this case we would have more time to setup all the IT needs. Moreover, after having chosen the transition path we would need certainties about ISDA protocols in order to properly manage the bulk of the legacy contracts. As a rough cautious estimate, we can say that we would need twelve months starting from the business requirements’ definition.		Technically it should not be major probem, the challenge lies within legal issues of legacy deals, re-papering and client communication. Adaption of the whole process chain may take 12-18 months.		Difficult to answer due to the fact that there are multiple stakeholders within Aegon, and hence not provided.		Estimate based on internal consultation with IT department		The market, with the aim to be prepared to use the new ECB index and also in order to be able to quit using EONIA, should find out valid solutions to migrate the already existing contracts to the new index. 

To allow the market, stakeholders, users, etc., to be duly prepared and organized before the new ECB interest rate is launched it is of utmost importance to have enough time to develop the systems and applications, and also running tests avoiding operational errors and disclosure issues.
In this regard, the ECB should also publish how frequently it aims to review the new index calculation methodology (ESTER + spread), as it should be always adequately linked to the evolution of the markets to which the new index is based.

Therefore, it will be really helpful knowing as soon as possible the new index behavior in terms of volatility, levels, etc. The expected disclosing dates shown at the EBC consultation may be adequate with this aim but will depend on the prior milestones such as the observation period of the spread, the calculation and recalibration date. The result and anticipation of several parameters will be really helpful to get the systems ready prior the first publication date of ESTER (scheduled for October 2019 at the latest).				Generally, IT budgets are clearly smaller and IT capacities more restricted at corporate market participants compared to the financial industry. Additionally, adoption speed in treasury management systems (and other affected corporate systems) is clearly lower. This has to be considered.		Due to our specific nature of our business we do not see any difficulties in making our systems ready for ESTER+1 publication.		Based on internal investigations and discussions with middle office, we estimate the time for implementation of such a structure at minimum 6 months.		It matches the deadline communicated by ECB but information, market conventions, calcultation methods as well as certainty about the transition methodology are still missing to properly assess the require time		For BFCM, the IT implementation of ESTER will be difficult with high risks and high costs at stake. The T+1 publication will be a challenging task as well. Currently we do not know exactly how and when to upgrade our IT systems. Furthermore, it’s tough to develop and to assess precisely the implementation process as we are still lacking some substantial elements that are essential for the software developers: switchover’s date, calculation methodologies, final spread. Even if we handle the ESTER’s project very carefully, the different working group recommendations have still not been approved. Thus due to this uncertainty it would be unlikely that the whole BFCM’s IT setup could be ready by the end of 2019. We hopefully wish the European bodies would quickly announce the ESTER technical standards to implement them in our IT systems (compounded rate, payment and fixing lag, etc.) On the whole the banking industry is still dependant of the ongoing discussions about the ESTER/EONIA transition.				PGGM estimates that it needs all the time there is until the ESTER publication goes live to adjust processes and systems to move over to t+1. A first estimation suggests that the challenge is mainly in adjusting working processes, not so much in adjusting systems.		As an International operating asset manager, we already have experience with the revised Sonia which is also published at T+1.		The amount of time allocated to get IT systems ready is currently being evaluated.		Based on our experience on SONIA, we believe that we’d need at least 6 months to make IT systems ready for a T+1 publication. 
We would like to encourage EMMI to come out with a quick decision regarding its methodology to allow time for firms to change their systems as numerous developments will be necessary and point out that resources to input them could be scarce as other huge developments (such as FRTB) are also in progress.		This is part of our project work to adapt our systems and processes, which is in progress, and we have not identified any blocking point so far.

Therefore we are currently ok with the target of being ready for the planned ESTER publication on (T+1) in October 2019, and would inform the working group if we identified any issue which would make meeting this target challenging.		We estimate the time required to make our systems ready as 6-9 months. We note that a full system readiness will partly depend on vendors and service providers outside of our firm, making it difficult to estimate the timeline with any certainty. 
We would emphasise that our individual readiness is not sufficient: successful implementation across the market requires readiness across market participants to ensure that there is sufficient time for a well-functioning ESTER market to develop.  
The experience in the development of SOFR and related markets is that timing on systems readiness varies across organisations and some market participants will likely require considerably longer to be operationally ready to trade products using ESTER.		The analysis of the business requirements for the IT projects required to support new activities in ESTER is launched. Clarity must be provided as soon as possible as to every technical aspect relating to ESTER. The related IT developments will have to be prioritized in order to achieve a correct delivery just before the 1st publication of ESTER in October 2019. This is the minimum time that is required to adapt our systems.		Regarding the daily reporting of data through MMSR, there are no aspects to be considered. As for impacts in the calculation of funds' net asset value, BBVA is working  to be ready the first day of ESTER publication. As a result, 8 months is the estimation of months needed to make BBVA's systems ready.		This question poses two scenarios, the introduction of a new benchmark (ESTER) into our internal 
ecosystem and changing an existing benchmark (EONIA) from T to a T+1 rate.  

Based on our previous undertaking with SOFR, the adoption of a new rate with full front to back 
implementation would take ~6 months to complete.  Examples of work required include, internal 
governance process seeking approval for usage of new products/services, operational applications
 (pre-post trade) and related testing.

For the publication time change we estimate ~4 months based on our work completed for SONIA.  This 
includes, but not be limited to, exposures and inventory analysis, along with updates to pricing systems 
and other internal systems with dependencies on the rate.

An education outreach to APAC is necessary (both internal and to clients) so that they understand the 
circumstances in which ISDA Delayed Settlement may need to be relied upon.

We recommend the Working Group reaches out to the relevant administrators/Working Groups of SOFR 
and SONIA to gauge their experiences in performing similar exercises.		A 4 months period is the minimum required for all the necessary IT changes (processes, tools and impacted metrics). This minimum 4 months estimation is the result of a thorough impact assessment carried out horizontally along our organisation and consulting specialist of all impacted business areas.		The change of the publication of the reference rate from T to T+1 will have a profound impact in several itens of a bank balance sheet. Presently, at the end of the day bank portfolios are valuated at EONIA and the P&L is calculated the same day or very early in the morning of the following day. With the new ESTER timing anouncement at T+1 all the valuation routines will be running during the business day. This will affect IT procedures and the daily processing.		As stated in the WG report, asset managers are particularly concerned with the ESTER T+1 publication, first with regards to MMFs whose success is due mainly to same day settlement. The AFG had the occasion to ask the ECB for an earlier publication of the ESTER in its response to the previous consultation. If this option is not considered by the ECB, then we estimate that the valuation process, the risk management and documentation will be impacted by a T+1 publication. 
This transition implies new IT developments in our members' systems which are carried out through specific projects. These projects require approvals of all the different departments impacted by the project, not to mention the various steps of setting-up a team, assessing the needs, selecting external providers and implementing the solution. This takes at least 20 months.
Our members would also like some clarification on the following. EONIA is currently published on T and is used on T+1. With the publication of the recalibrated EONIA on T+1, in the light of the lines just above, our members are likely to be confronted to operational issues once the recalibrated EONIA will be published. Furthermore, the difference of the time of publication between EONIA and the recalibrated EONIA may induce litigation risks for existing contracts. What is the view of the Working Group on these points?		Answers by member institutions vary between 12 to 24 months, depending on systems in place. In addition to that, we would like to bring to your attention that most challenging tasks in this regard are seen in the area of legal issues of legacy deals, re-papering and client communication.				Nine months will be challenging with risks and costs but there is no other option. There are uncertainties about many technical aspects of Ester (and as a consequence for recalibrated EONIA). Will all the conventions and calculated methods in place for EONIA still be used and applicable for Ester (and recalibrated EONIA)? Who should decide this? When will these conventions be made available to market participants in order to implement them within their environment? We believe a “copy paste” of methodology from EONIA to Ester and recalibrated EONIA is the best choice. The impact of the publication on D+1 of these indexes (versus D for EONIA in its present format) should be addressed by the RFR Group.		While it is difficult to provide the minimum amount of time we would need to switch the required systems to a system that supports the T+1 publication of ESTER, we consider this switch to be business as usual and thus a relatively minor point in the transition from EONIA to ESTER.		As mentioned in our preliminary remarks, making the systems ready for ESTER T+1 publication is an important challenge for asset managers because of the impact this would have for the calculation of the net asset value of funds and the redemption/ subscription process, in particular for funds offering same day settlement. Given that apart from the valuation process, the risk management process, and legal documentation will also be impacted and new IT developments should be set up, a 20-month adaptation period has to be envisaged.				Developement of concepts, setting up a project-like organisation, getting up to speed, thorough testing of all systems 
It is not yet clear how the market will deal with T+1 publication (if a fixing on T uses ESTER resulting from T's transactions or the one published on T)		6 months seems to be necessary since this change will require both internal work and external work (contacts and update by editors/providers…)		From an operational perspective, the implementation of a new rate generates a number of dependencies which make it difficult to precisely assess how long it would take to make our systems ready for ESTER T+1 publication. For example, feeding this rate to our infrastructure may require the development of new vendor relationship depending on which vendors offer the service. Trade confirmation platforms will need to build the new value into their systems and test it before the service is effective. Legal documentation must be negotiated with the impacted counterparties. Depending on the capacity of third parties to execute these changes, operational readiness for the industry will take time. We therefore welcome the continued publication of EONIA in a recalibrated format for a period of at least two years, to avoid a requirement for the industry to complete the EONIA to ESTER in a too short period of time.

From a products development perspective, we expect the market to follow a staggered approach. Some core products referencing ESTER, such as short-dated derivatives, will be ready to trade by the end of this year, once ESTER is published. We will develop our market making activities accordingly. For more exotic products, or for lending contracts, we do not expect significant activity before 2020, once there is sufficient liquidity in other products referencing ESTER and broader awareness in the market of the availability of this new rate.

Finally, beyond the changes requires to implement ESTER, it should be noted that the recalibration of EONIA will require extensive changes to our infrastructure. We welcome the proposals to guarantee the continuity of EONIA where possible, such as the continued publication of the rate on the same page, which minimises the changes required from an operational perspective. 

Nevertheless, as the publication of ESTER is T+1, this has implications for EONIA which currently operates on a T-0 basis. Some of our settlement systems will not be able to process T+1 fixing automatically and will require the development of dedicated technology solutions. More importantly, there will be a gap to address on the go-live date of ESTER. If EONIA is to track ESTER, ESTER will not be available on T-0 to publish the recalibrated EONIA. 

A similar challenge arose in the past with the changes to SONIA in the UK (which also moved from a T-0 to a T+1 basis). An industry agreement was found to re-use the SONIA rate published the prior day in order to fill the gap on the go live day for which no rate would be published. A similar solution could be considered for EONIA but regardless of the solution chosen, coordination will be required to find an industry-wide compromise. The ECB Working Group on risk free rates would be an appropriate forum to facilitate these discussions.		There has been no study, at least one year.		Estimate for the critical  work of setting up new curves is expected to be significant given the number of curves to be reviewed and amended where needed e.g.Benchmark yield curve, discounting curves, intraday curve, tenor curves etc.				PwC is not the appropriate party to answer this question. Nevertheless, we see many financial services companies taking a wait-and-see approach to reference rate reform in general. We believe preparation for ESTER T+1 can already start today. 
We believe a broader emphasis by supervisors and leading financial services companies in this respect would be beneficiary to the pace of development of the ESTER market.		In order to fully incorporate ESTER in our systems we need to start an operational project. An indication of the project including timelines is given below:

1. Time to get ESTER benchmark feed (3 months)
2. Incorporate ESTER in systems, investment mandates, legal aspects (6 months)
3. Testing (2 months)
4. Live (1 months)		It could take from 12 up to 24 month depending on systems in place. In addition to that, we would like to bring to your attention that most challenging task in this regard are seen in the area of legal issues of legacy deals and communication to the counterparts respectively clients.		The development of reformed SONIA and its reporting change from T0 to T+1 provides a good precedent for the work involved.  With this is mind, Morgan Stanley thinks it would take a maximum of 3-6 months. This timeline assumes that recalibrated EONIA will be a continuation of EONIA, therefore no amendments to legal documents will be required (as was the case with reformed SONIA).   If amendments to legal documents will be required, then the time needed would be in the range of 6 to 12 months. We would ask for clarity to be provided on whether there will be one day without an EONIA fix, as was the case with SONIA in the UK.		Expectations on our IT response time, based on similar projects .		LCH estimates that it would be ready to handle publication of ESTER on T+1 in circa 6 months (that is, to be technologically ready to clear ESTER swaps, if this was a stand-alone change. However, we are aware that part of EONIA’s recalibration would require firms to handle T+1 publication of EONIA. We estimate that preparing our internal systems for such a change and ensuring a seamless flow with other infrastructures we rely on would require a minimum of 8-9 months. This additional time would be needed for identifying, remediating and/or re-engineering existing processes that reference EONIA's current publication on T		Given the complexity of the issue 24 mths seem necessary to ensure a proper transition.		"Four member firms providing written feedback to ISDA indicated that the transition to ESTER would take more than 3 months, with one noting that 18 months is required in order to be ready for full adoption of ESTER, including discount curves and use in non-derivative products.  Another of the four members noted that the estimate for the critical work of setting up new curves is expected to be significant due to the number of curves to be reviewed and amended where necessary e.g. benchmark yield curves, discounting curves, intraday curves, tenor curves etc.  

One of the four members advised that their estimate is driven by experience in the Sterling markets where SONIA publication times were changed from T+0 to T+1.  They also noted that their estimate assumes ESTER EUR payments can leverage existing EUR payment systems, if this is not the case they advised that more time would be required.  Another proposed that the working group reach out to the relevant administrators/working groups of SOFR and SONIA to gauge their experience in performing similar exercises. 

Three member firms providing written feedback to ISDA indicated that minimal time would be required to prepare their own systems, one of the three noted that addressing the impact on bilateral CSAs would be more problematic that updating their systems to incorporate ESTER. 

One of the member firms, who advised a minimum three month requirement, noted that that a move to T+1 publication would have an impact on front-to-back processing, middleware, clearing houses and SDRs and that implementation would need to be prioritised, tested and delivered. In addition, if EONIA is not treated as a successor rate under the 2006 ISDA Definitions (as is expected to be the case) there will be a significant impact on these processes and providers. They also noted that the residual trade population referencing EONIA will have to migrate and that the impact of this should not be underestimated. Finally, they noted that there would be minimal impact if publication time, date, name and place remained the same.

Another member advised that they would need to carry out an impact study however they anticipate some significant operational issues, particularly in the retail banking area. 

Members participating on the ISDA call held to discuss the ISDA response noted the heavy operational lift that was required for firms to transition from SONIA to reformed SONIA. Using the experience gained from the work on that transition, the ISDA Rates Market Infrastructure Group began work to develop a Benchmark Operational Checklist to set out all the steps required for firms, market infrastructures etc. to transition from one benchmark to another. Some of the operational requirements identified on such checklist include, but not limited to:
- agreement and publication of the Floating Rate Option definitions by ISDA
- implementation into Middleware, Clearing Houses, Swap Data Repositories, FpML and ANNA DSB
- impact of T+1 publication i.e. the system alterations required to facilitate rate capture, trade settlement, batching, reconciliations etc.
- impact on existing trades and CSAs and the relevant amendments/repapering requirements.

ISDA would welcome the opportunity to share such operational checklist with the working group on euro risk-free rates.
"		3-6 months. The estimate is driven by our experience in the Sterling markets where Sonia publication times were changed from T+0 to T+1. The estimate here assumes Ester EUR payments can leverage existing EUR payment systems, but would be potentially more if this is not the case.		We believe that 12 months or more are necessary: 
- General operation can be done within three months.
- It is the shifted publication date to T+1, which causes changes in the EOD calculation process, would require high effort for technical implementation. 
- Also we expect that it will take time until pragmatic market standards will be evolved.		We are making iour best endeavours to adapt our infrastructure for the ESTER start date		The same day publication of EONIA is a perfect set-up from our perspective. We understand that ESTER has to be published on a T+1 basis. However from the perspective of our NAV calculation department it is essential that ESTER is published early in the morning. Hence, a publication before 9 am Frankfurt time is an ideal set-up.		From IT perspective, impacts are foreseen on both bank and IT process chains due to the contextual changes (index replacement and T+1 fixing publication) nevertheless timeline evaluation at this stage is not supported by shared and agreed considerations at industry level.
From a general standpoint main impacts are expected in following areas: PL impacts and trade life cycle impacts on existing trades, potential a restructure of outstanding, new curves need to be defined, risks monitoring, risk scenarios and market data process, fixing process to be revised in particular for complex/compounded indices, settlement to be shifted at T+1, EOD/EOM revaluation process corrections and amendments, collateral process for CSA revaluation is fully Eonia based. The T+1 fixing could have impacts on margining process, FTP process revision.		The impact study has to be conducted within all the exposed activities of SG. Even if we do not have a clear view at this stage, we anticipate some significant operational issues, particularly in the retail banking area. The bank considers that a publication of EONIA by reference to ESTER at the first day of publication is a key element for a smooth transition and then we will do our best to be ready on time.		We do not identify any impact in our systems to change to ESTER T+1 publication and therefore do not believe we will need extra time to make our systems ready.		From our perspective, our systems would be able to handle trading both EONIA and ESTER on a T+1 basis; i.e. the same basis on which we already trade SONIA. However we do not think it should be underestimated that there will be significant system and market structure changes to incorporate EONIA's new methodology as well as a brand new ESTER rate. The reform of SONIA demonstrates that even a relatively simple change can have a signifiant impact on the whole market system infrastructure. As a result we need to ensure sufficient time is given to allow any and all changes to be tested front to back from a technology perspective.		In terms of implementing ESTER T+1, that would not be a significant project and could be completed in few months.  However, we believe that this question should instead ask how long it would take to onboard ESTER more broadly.  The best precedent on which to estimate would be the implementation of SOFR, as it was an entirely new benchmark rate (whereas the implementation of Reformed SONIA can be used to estimate the implementation of a reformed rates).  Thus, based on our experience onbaording SOFR, we expect the ESTER onboarding to take 6 months.		- Difficult to answer given the potential broad impact of this, as apart from the systems, trading and clients need to be up to speed as well.
- A broad estimate on making systems ready: 1 to 2 years.		Not only systems, but also processes and documentation will be affected and will need to be managed properly. We believe that a transition period of 9 months is needed in order to do a full impact assessment for the company and make sure all relevant contracts and systems are in scope. After the technological changes at least one month period is required to ensure it is working properly.		From our perspective this should not present too many challenges but from our prior experience in other market transations, we expect other market participants will find the migration significantly more challenging.		from an ALM/T and Global Markets perspective



A period from October 2019 – December 2021 would be sufficient to allow for a smooth transition.  Anything longer would run the risk of the market de-prioritising the required preparation

Yes provided that: (i) - A liquid ESTER derivatives market exists by then; (ii) The conditions set in our answer to question 2 are fulfilled.

Morgan Stanley’s view is that the period for transition should be no shorter than until the end of 2021.  Benefits of stopping at the end of 2021 are an alignment with other key industry milestones, such as with the FCA’s intention not to use its compulsion powers for Libor submissions past this date and, also, industry advocacy efforts to extend the EU Benchmark Regulation transitional provisions until this date.  Alignment of these events allows a single, clear date to be communicated to all corners of the market and two years provides an adequate period for firms to make necessary preparations without introducing complexities from being too short a transition period. However, we urge consideration and further work to look at possible negative outcomes from aligning key milestones together.  For example, a bottle neck of initiatives may develop which becomes a challenge to be successfully delivered upon by either individual market participants or sectors of participants.   For these reasons, Morgan Stanley believes that it may be necessary to consider a longer transition period, particularly to address any wind down of the remaining legacy risk. Consideration and planning should also be given to any legacy risk which may still be outstanding after the publication deadline. Cessation of publication should be combined with a clear recommendation by relevant authorities for how such legacy transactions should be treated, i.e. that market participants can continue to derive EONIA values where required from the ESTER + spread assumption.

International Derivatives and Swaps Association, Inc.
The views set out in this feedback to ECB's report by the working group on euro risk-free rates on the transition from EONIA to ESTER have been provided on an aggregated and anonymized basis.  They are based on written responses provided by member firms of the ISDA EU Benchmarks Regulation Advocacy Working Group; the ISDA Interest Rates Legal Group; the ISDA Interest Rates Steering Committee; and the ISDA Rates Market Infrastructure Working Group and anecdotal comments made by representatives of member firms who participated in a call held on 25th January. Thirteen members have provided written comments so far, not all members of ISDA are members of these ISDA working groups and not all firms represented in these working groups attended the call held by ISDA on 25th January 2019.  The views may not, therefore, reflect those of the membership or the working groups in their entirety.

No, we disagree with clean discounting (without spread or compensation)

Our preferred option is either i) clean discounting inclusive of spread (i.e. single discounting curve at ESTER+x) or ii) compensation for change from EONIA to ESTER flat discounting.

Yes, provided that markets participants generally accept that contracts referencing EONIA existing beyond end-2021 should either i) switch to ESTER+x or ii) assess appropriate compensation considering value transfer due to the existence of spread x.

While we are generally supportive of this approach, we would prefer a permanent recalibration of EONIA to ESTER plus a spread.  We do not see the transition period as necessary or desirable. The market would still need to redocument all of the contracts referecing EONIA that will expire post-2021 to reference ESTER.

From a documentation perspective, steps are being taken to evaluate whether the end of 2021 would provide sufficient time to transition all of our EONIA referencing contracts.  With regards to Credit Support Annexes (CSAs), the end of 2021 should provide sufficient time to renegotiate and transition them from referencing EONIA to reference ESTER.  

From a quants perspective, there would be a lot of modelling pre-requisites that would need to be in place in order to have ESTER discounting.  Assuming ESTER is published starting October 2019, the end of 2021 should provide sufficient time to have the modelling pre-requisites in place and begin ESTER discounting.

See question 2

See answer to question 2

See answer to question 2

Contraditory with answer to question 8

Contraditory with answer to question 8

Contraditory with answer to question 8?
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		1		Do you agree with the working group’s recommendation that the preferred transition path is the time-limited recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting? (Yes/No/No opinion)		0		0		0		97%																																																																																												Asset 
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		3		Do you agree that a publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA of end-2021 is sufficient for a smooth transition under the recalibration approach with spread and clean discounting path? (Yes/No/No opinion)		0		0		0		90%
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		5		Do you see any benefit in the new recalibrated EONIA to be authorised and supervised until its publication deadline? (Yes/No)		0		0		0%

				Please elaborate.

		6		Do you agree with a spread methodology based on a 1-year pre-ESTER historical data period, calculated as an average with a 15% trimming? (Yes/No/No opinion)		0		0		0		0%

				Please elaborate.																																																								Historical mean
full data (416D)		Trimmed mean
(10% full data)		Trimmed mean
(15% full data)		Trimmed mean 
(25% full data)		Median 
(full data)		Another option.

		7		If not, what would be your preferred option and why? (Please choose from the other options presented in the report)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0																								1		1		4		1		1		2

				Please provide the reasons for your preferred option.

		8		How much time do you think would be the minimum to make your systems ready for ESTER T+1 publication? (Number of months)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Please provide the reasons for your time estimation.

						1		3		4		5		6		8		9		12		15		18		20		24

						2		2		1		1		12		4		7		6		1		4		2		2
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		Nr.		Institution / Company name:		If not, what would be your preferred option and why? (Please choose from the other options presented in the report)
Please provide the reasons for your preferred option.

		1		Oesterreichische Bundesfinanzierungsagentur / Austrian Treasury		They support the WG approach		-

		2		KBC Groep NV		They support the WG approach		KBC Groep NV agrees with the Working Group's recommendation of a time-limited recalibration approach. KBC Groep NV believes that this allows for a clear communication to clients and avoids the potential emergence of dual markets It is the cleanest and most transparent way of quickly making the transition to ESTER whilst in effect removing the need for EONIA to continue whilst having a very simple fallback. KBC Groep NV believes that having a market with two discount curves is not a workable solution.

		3		Bank of Ireland		They support the WG approach		Parallel Run Contractual alternative approaches, would not be achievable within the relevant timeframes, due to the extent of the dependence on multiple layers of bilateral negotiation over new contractual terms, and potential value transfers. Pure succession approach would be acceptable, but a multilateral agreed method for calculating value transfers will be very difficult to achieve. 
The Parallel Run approach would still require bilateral negotiation, but with the advantage of a regulatory precedent for calculation of the value transfer upon switching to ESTER. Despite this, timelines will still be challenging, mainly due to the dependence on a liquid market in ESTER derivatives emerging in short order.

		4		ING Bank NV		They support the WG approach		Ideally, ING aims for a scenario where there is the least possible forced discussion on Mark-to-Market impacts that need to be settled. Therefore, intuitively, a parallel run approach seems to be the best possible option. However, given (1) the BMR transitional provision for benchmark (providers) to be registered/authorised ultimately by 1 January 2020 and (2) the lack of liquidity in the underlying market to host both ESTER and EONIA markets, a time-limited recalibrated approach with a spread is the best option.
With clean discounting, ING assumes that it will include both (1) an ESTER curve for new products and (2) an ESTER + spread curve for legacy products as a replacement for the current EONIA curve in order to avoid valuation differences between counterparties. Alternatively, a compensation mechanism should be in place to avoid huge value transfers between counterparties, however: how can this be legally binding?
In addition, more guidance is required on how discounting and collateral remuneration by LCH/Eurex will be performed on EURIBOR-linked and former EONIA-linked products after the EONIA publication stops on the recommended end date of 1 January 2022.

		5		Amundi AM		They support the WG approach		When deciding about the most appropriate option we take into consideration the following criteria: (i) one and foremost the legal security in terms of continuation of contracts and easiness of transfer, (ii) the absence of price impact at the time of transfer, (iii)  the simplicity and easiness to understand  the option, (iv) the universality of the option in order to avoid fragmentation and parallel running of several methodologies in our daily business and (v) the contribution to the rapid and orderly development of derivatives markets. We see in the recalibration methodology a unique possibility to organise a transfer with limited repapering if the principle of continuity is confirmed by authorities and accepted worldwide by participants. The recalibration methodology also ticks all the other criteria ; therefore, it is our favorite option. Conversely, "parallel run" establishes fragmentation without time limit and requires heavy repapering, "contractual approach" also creates a very heavy burden of repapering and "pure succession" without adjustment spread, though easy to implement, has a marked price impact.

		6		OP Financial Group		They support the WG approach		-

		7		Intensa Sanpaolo		They support the WG approach		We deem a documentary standardized approach on legacy trades regarding CSAs (Transactions which are not governed by relevant definition booklets) should be assessed, together with “pure” OTC derivatives transactions in case of permanent cessation and material change of EONIA, for any reason whatsoever.
We think two principles should guide the transition from EONIA to ESTER. The first one is that there should be no P&L transfer from one counterparty to another. The second one is that the valuation of collateralized and cleared financial instruments must be financially correct at any stage of the transition.
The Price Alignment Interest (PAI) rate of the cleared instruments and the CSA interest rate of the bilaterally collateralized instruments define the discounting curve regime to be applied. If we change the PAI rate and the CSA interest rate from EONIA to ESTER we will impact both the cleared and bilaterally collateralized instruments valuation. A compensation from this valuation jump should so be paid from the counterparty that gains to the losing counterparty otherwise we would have an unfair P&L transfer.
Given this we agree with the working group that the “recalibration with spread” approach is a good choice. 
We think we should have a strong recalibration, i.e. EONIA = (ESTER + fixed spread).
We think that for CCPs cleared deals there should be a unique PAI at ESTER, a unique ESTER discounting curve, and proper compensations to avoid Profit and Loss transfers between counterparties (due to the change in the discounting and forwarding curves from EONIA to ESTER).
A unique risk free discounting regime for all deals (cleared, collateralized and not collateralized) would be desirable. In order to attain it we would need that all CCPs PAI and CSA interest rates to be set at the same level, ideally = ESTER.
But for bilateral contracts, especially interest rate derivatives and CSAs, some issues can arise. There is no guarantee that all the counterparties will accept to migrate their contracts from EONIA to ESTER and agree a fair compensation. Let us for instance consider the case of a market player who would profit from switching a bilateral CSA from EONIA to plain ESTER. This agent could refuse to amend the existing contract and wait until the discontinuation of EONIA (end of 2021, in the working group proposal) hoping that ESTER  would simply replace EONIA as interest rate of the CSA, hence granting him a profit, for any reason whatsoever. Moreover, counterparties, in good faith, could also be unable to agree on the amount of the fair compensation.  
So, we think that the parallel publication of ESTER and EONIA (where EONIA is =ESTER + fixed spread) should have a time limit after which the EONIA publication should be discontinued ONLY IF a fair, effective, robust and standardized compensation methodology is identified and made compulsory for all the counterparties, both for cleared and bilaterally collateralized trades and a standardized documentation approach affecting CSA’s, too. 
If this compensation methodology cannot be identified or made compulsory, we think that the publication of EONIA = ESTER + fixed spread should be continued with no time limit in order to avoid opportunistic behaviors that could determine unfair P&L transfers and to give to all the counterparties the time to renegotiate their contracts. In this case a multiple discounting curves regime would unfortunately be necessary to guarantee the consistency of the valuations with the different PAIs and CSA rates.
Regarding the accounting impacts, as well highlighted in the Consultation document, the possible effects will depend from one side on the technical choices that will be made for the transition (i.e. the possible scenarios outlined in the document could have different accounting effects), and, on the other side, on any regulatory guidance that will be prepared for the management of the phenomenon, as well as, of course, on the banks’ portfolio and how the transition process will be managed over time (see the consistency of Eonia's indexed debt-instrument and hedging policies at the date of transition).
Although at the moment, the IASB has not expressed any specific technical issues, it has highlighted the opportunity of analyzing the problem and the possibility of amending the accounting principles as made in other cases. However, the IASB preliminarily observed that any potential amendments will be more complex than the amendment made to IAS 39 issued in response to EMIR requiring the clearing of derivatives with a central counterparty (CCP), because with the move from IBOR there will be changes to cash flows and fair values whereas with CCP only the counterparty changed. 
At this stage of the project, we believe these are the recommendations that should be proposed to the Working Group as they highlight the issue and ask for appropriate European intervention to ensure that the accounting treatment – as it is a broad-spectrum phenomenon involving all European banks – is managed in a uniform manner by market participants and all appropriate regulatory interventions are activated to ensure a smooth transition, that neither generates distortive effects on banks' financial statements nor leads to further operational impacts.

		8		Commerzbank AG		They support the WG approach		-
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		Nr.		Institution / Company name:		Do you have any other ideas to accelerate the transition of the derivatives market to ESTER? (Yes/No)
Please elaborate.

		1		Oesterreichische Bundesfinanzierungsagentur / Austrian Treasury		No

		2		KBC Groep NV		Yes		KBC Groep NV agrees with the Working Group that having a recalibration date on the forst publication date of ESTER (October 2019) would send the strongest message to the Market that EONIA is no longer relevant and that the Market should move all derivative products to ESTER. KBC Groep NV fears that a publication deadline of end 2021 may send the wrong signal to the Market and potentially slow the transition. KBC Groep NV also fears that the slowing of the transistion could also cause bottleneck issues due to the expected changes to EURIBOR

		3		Bank of Ireland		Yes		We need to see the publication of ESTER first following which a period of stability will give the market confidence to transition.  A firm deadline of end December 2021 will also focus attention.
Involvement from local regulators could accelerate the transition
Promote issuance linked to ESTER similar to what has been seen for SOFR and Sonia

		4		ING Bank NV		Yes		It would facilitate the market if public authorities support a fair compensation mechanism for the EONIA transition, especially for the remaining EONIA legacy contracts once EONIA publication will stop at the recommended 1 January 2022. Such mechanism will avoid market disruption due to value transfers caused by the remaining outstanding EONIA-linked contracts that often have a very long tenor.
Alternatively, a longer publication time of EONIA could be envisaged to ensure a run-off of the EONIA-linked legacy contracts as much as possible. However, for multi-currency currency contracts, it would facilitate the market that the EONIA cessation deadline is aligned with initiatives in other jurisdictions (hence, 1 January 2022, in line with LIBOR). Therefore, ING agrees with the EONIA publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA of end-2021.

		5		Amundi AM		Yes		We are aware that the longer the transition period is the higher the risk of fragmentation and the risk to have a slow ESTER derivatives market are. Nevertheless, our experience is that the renegotiation of contracts is never straight forward and requires time. It is safe to introduce flexibility in the deadline for a final transfer from EONIA towards ESTER. One possible route would be to have a longer transition period (running till the end of 2022 for example). Another possibilty would be to mandate authorities to assess at end-2020 the state of play on the repapering work and the preparation to move to ESTER with the capacity for authorities  to decide an extension by 1 or 2 years of the period. Authoriteis should be empowered to decide unilaterally at that time. When speaking of repapering it is  not only the contractual framework for market transactions that an asset manager refers to, it includes the review of all prospectuses that are impacted and the related information obligations. It should be clarified on that point that the transfer from EONIA to ESTER is a global move for all market participants and does not require individual information of holders of units or shares of funds. The development of the derivatives markets based on ESTER will be a major factor to incentivise counterparties to accelerate their move from ESTER to EONIA. In order to facilitate this transfer, we suggest to add to the transition plan a requirement for new transactions to use only ESTER from an earlier date than the end of the transition period, even for deals expiring before this date;  for example starting October 2020, i.e. 1 year after the introduction of ESTER.

		6		OP Financial Group				-

		7		Intensa Sanpaolo		Yes		We believe that the acceleration of the transition would be possible by accelerating the pubblication of ESTER and making clear the Eonia's fate (EONIA's administrator should clarify what will happen after the ESTER will be published).

		8		Commerzbank AG		Yes		Though market can gradually move to alternate benchmarks earlier, it might be of advantage when EONIA/EURIBOR changes simultanouesly with other indices like Libor.
Secondly it would be helpful for the developmenet of markets if ECB started to publish ESTER a.s.a.p.
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		Nr.		Institution / Company name:		Do you see any benefit in the new recalibrated EONIA to be authorised and supervised until its publication deadline? (Yes/No)
Please elaborate.

		1		Oesterreichische Bundesfinanzierungsagentur / Austrian Treasury		Yes		Regulatory authorisation of recalibrated EONIA reduces pressure to change contracts etc immediately.

		2		KBC Groep NV		No		This depends on when EONIA will become recalibrated. If, as was the suggestion of the Working Group that EONIA was recalibrated on the first day of ESTER publication then there would be no need (since ESTER is an authorised/supervised benchmark and EONIA will become ESTER+a fixed spread as determined by the Central Bank). If the recalibration was delayed until the end of 2021 then KBC Groep NV does not see any benefit in having the recalibrated EONIA as an authorised benchmark (provided that the EU BMR regulation was also delayed until end 2021 which is looking highly likely)

		3		Bank of Ireland		Yes		There may however be some marginal perceived benefit from having an authorised/supervised status when transitioning unsophisticated market participants.

		4		ING Bank NV		Yes		Although the authorisation and supervision of the new recalibrated EONIA would give lower incentive to transition from EONIA to ESTER as soon as possible, this will offer late adopters the opportunity to move from EONIA to ESTER beyond the BMR transitional deadline of 1 Janaury 2020 as timelines are very short.

		5		Amundi AM		Yes		The autorisation of EONIA will enable it to be used as reference till its cessation. It ensures legal security for the continuation of existing contracts. It also gives the needed flexibility to manage the time necessary to finalise the legal and organisational works for each market participants, possibly through an extension of the transition period. In that respect we share the view of the WG that the revision of BMR to extend by 2 years the period of transition towards compliance for critical benchmarks (including EONIA) and to extend the period where authorities have the capacity to impose mandatory contributions is of utmost importance to avoid precipitation and the risk of a blocage of the short term end of the interest rate market.

		6		OP Financial Group		No		-

		7		Intensa Sanpaolo		Yes		As pointed out in this Report at paragraph "EONIA recalibration approach" and paragraph "Regulator/Benchmarks Regulation consideration", the new recalibrated EONIA to be authorised and supervised under the BMR would mitigate litigation risks and, in particular, any clarification by the administrator of EONIA and the European Authorities that the evolution of the methodology does not alter the underlying interest would contribute to a smooth transition.

		8		Commerzbank AG		Yes		Recalibrated EONIA (=ESTER+x) should be authorised and supervised as this allows banks to continue using EONIA as a legal construction and helps to administer operational work during migration.
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		Nr.		Institution / Company name:		Do you agree with a spread methodology based on a 1-year pre-ESTER historical data period, calculated as an average with a 15% trimming? (Yes/No/No opinion)
Please elaborate.

		1		Oesterreichische Bundesfinanzierungsagentur / Austrian Treasury		No		We basically agree with the proposed spread methodology - data of 1 year, 15% trimming - but would recommend to consider a time weighted average with the purpose of  assigning more weight to more current data than to data points in the distant past. Exponential weighting could also be an option. If this is not possible and a simple average shall be used, we would prefer a shorter period of for example 6 months to end up closer to the last observed values.

		2		KBC Groep NV		Yes		KBC Groep NV agrees with the one year historical data period and understands the logic behind the 15% trimming. KBC Groep NV would ask if the data be nominal weighted as this was not clear from the methodology

		3		Bank of Ireland		Yes		This is sufficient however using a historical data period back to the start of available ESTER data may make more intuitive sense

		4		ING Bank NV		Yes		The autorisation of EONIA will enable it to be used as reference till its cessation. It ensures legal security for the continuation of existing contracts. It also gives the needed flexibility to manage the time necessary to finalise the legal and organisational works for each market participants, possibly through an extension of the transition period. In that respect we share the view of the WG that the revision of BMR to extend by 2 years the period of transition towards compliance for critical benchmarks (including EONIA) and to extend the period where authorities have the capacity to impose mandatory contributions is of utmost importance to avoid precipitation and the risk of a blocage of the short term end of the interest rate market.

		5		Amundi AM		Yes		In order to facilitate and accelarate the transition towards ESTER, the most relevant point when calculating the adjustment spread is to mitigate the risk of a significant price impact. Therefore the reference to the very recent past is necessary. We happen to have lived through a period of very low volatility on short term interest rates with a flat curve, negative O/N rates and a good visibility on ECB 's monetary policy. This context is likely to continue in 2019. On the other hand, we cannot take the view that there will not be tensions in the coming months, considering the political uncertainty for example, and we have to avoid to take a figure for the adjustment spread that would mirror a short term crisis level and use it as a reference for several years. The suggested 1 year period of observation offers a good balance in our view. The 15% trimming has the double advantage to be the level that will apply in Euribor's new methodology and to exclude outliers while keeping 70% of the observations and ensuring sufficient depth and significance of the data. The discussion about the risk of a parallel run for the period of observation and the effective publication of ESTER suggests that there could be manipulative intentions on the part of some market participants. We do not share this fear and expect supervised entities to act profesionally and in good faith. Nevertheless, we agree that prudence should be paramount and totally agree with the  proposition to determine the spread just before the first publication of ESTER.

		6		OP Financial Group		Yes		-

		7		Intensa Sanpaolo		Yes		We agree with working group's reccomendations. In order to define a fair level of the spread between ESTER and EONIA,  1-year pre-ESTER historical data period analysis is a fair amount of time. Moreover a 15% trimming should guarantee that unwarranted volatility effects are avoided, with the final spread reflecting the actual market pricing's best esteem.

		8		Commerzbank AG		Yes		Sounds like a reasonable compromise between market adherence and reduced volaitility.
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		Nr.		Institution / Company name:		If not, what would be your preferred option and why? (Please choose from the other options presented in the report)
Please provide the reasons for your preferred option.

		1		Oesterreichische Bundesfinanzierungsagentur / Austrian Treasury		Another option. Please specify in the cell below.		We basically agree with the proposed spread methodology - data of 1 year, 15% trimming - but would recommend to consider a time weighted average with the purpose of  assigning more weight to more current data than to data points in the distant past. Exponential weighting could also be an option. If this is not possible and a simple average shall be used, we would prefer a shorter period of for example 6 months to end up closer to the last observed values.

		2		KBC Groep NV

		3		Bank of Ireland		Trimmed mean (15% full data)		Using a historical data period back to the start of available ESTER data may make more intuitive sense

		4		ING Bank NV

		5		Amundi AM

		6		OP Financial Group				-

		7		Intensa Sanpaolo

		8		Commerzbank AG
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		Nr.		Institution / Company name:		How much time do you think would be the minimum to make your systems ready for ESTER T+1 publication? (Number of months)
Please provide the reasons for your time estimation.

		1		Oesterreichische Bundesfinanzierungsagentur / Austrian Treasury		3		Relatively limited use of EONIA (only valuations, collaterals) and therefore relatively short estimated required time for system changes. Currently no outstanding and no issuance of EONIA-linked paper, no EONIA swaps or repos, etc

		2		KBC Groep NV		6		This is currently under investigation internally so no firm figure can and 6 months is currently an estimate

		3		Bank of Ireland		1		Currently we update EONIA on a T+1 basis, so would envisage minimal impact.  Sonia change from T to T+1 was relatively straightforward

		4		ING Bank NV		9		EONIA is used in a wide variety of derivatives, CSA and cash products and for valuation purposes for euro denomintated products (not only EONIA linked, but also EURIBOR linked). Therefore, many systems, processes and contracts will be effected by the transition from EONIA to ESTER. ING is still in the process of investigating the impact of such transition (including the T to T+1 publication time change), so it is difficult to be precise on the minimum time that is needed to be ready for recalibrated EONIA and ESTER. ING strives to be ready for both by the time ESTER starts its publication in October 2019, hence 9 months from now.

Most importantly is that the Working Group on Euro Risk Free Rates, in cooperation with the clearing houses and ISDA, will provide more detailed guidance on how discounting and collateral remuneration will be performed on legacy EONIA and EURIBOR-linked contracts and on new ESTER-based contracts once (1) ESTER starts its publication by October 2019 and (2) once he EONIA publication stops on the recommended end date of 1 January 2022. This to avoid valuation differences between counterparties, but also for market participants to be ready by October 2019. Alternatively, a compensation mechanism should be in place to avoid huge value transfers between counterparties, however: how can this be legally binding?

		5		Amundi AM

		6		OP Financial Group

		7		Intensa Sanpaolo		12		Our systems will be ready to capture  ESTER from the info-providers as soon as the new rate will be published in October (of course the ESTER's ID/RIC will be necessary at least 2-3 weeks in advance and a test period to check the reuters/bloomberg quotes could be really helpful).
Having said that, we must underline that, as of now, a lot questions remain unanswered and the different transition scenarios (“successor rate”, “recalibration” and “parallel”) have very different IT implications. Assuming that the recalibration with spread (the choice sponsored by the WG) will be the final choice, it would be fundamental to know when the old EONIA will cease to be published by EMMI. We foresee two scenarios :  1) EMMI stops to produce the EONIA together with the first ESTER publication, in this case we should adjust the all current EONIA procedures/processes given the fact that ESTER (and so  the re-calculated EONIA) will be known only at T+1. This scenario would force us to be ready from the  very start of ESTER  but at this point October would be a challenging deadline; 2) EMMI continues to produce and publish an indipendent EONIA fixing at T until the recalibration process starts (1/1/20?),  in this case we would have more time to setup all the IT needs. Moreover, after having chosen the transition path we would need certainties about ISDA protocols in order to properly manage the bulk of the legacy contracts. As a rough cautious estimate, we can say that we would need twelve months starting from the business requirements’ definition.

		8		Commerzbank AG		18		Technically it should not be major probem, the challenge lies within legal issues of legacy deals, re-papering and client communication. Adaption of the whole process chain may take 12-18 months.
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		Open-ended parallel run		Historical mean 21D (1M)		AL		AD		AM		AT		BY		BE		BA		BG		CH		CY		CZ		DE		DK		EE		ES		FO		FI		FR		GB		GE		GI		GR		HU		HR		IE		IS		IT		LT		LU		LV		MC		MK		MT		NO		NL		PO		PT		RO		RU		SE		SI		SK		SM		TR		UA		VA		Other

		Time-limited parallel run		Historical mean 126D (6M)		Open-ended parallel run,		Time-limited parallel run		Open-ended contractual alternative		Time-limited contractual alternative		Open-ended recalibration/spread/dual discounting		Time-limited recalibration/spread/dual discounting		Open-ended recalibration/spread/clean discounting		Time-limited recalibration/spread/clean discounting		Recalibration/no spread		Pure succession		n.a.

		Open-ended contractual alternative		Historical mean 250D (1Y)		Historical mean 21D (1M)		Historical mean 126D (6M)		Historical mean 250D (1Y)		Historical mean full data (416D)		Trimmed mean (10% 6M)		Trimmed mean (10% 1Y)		Trimmed mean (10% full data)		Trimmed mean (15% 6M)		Trimmed mean (15% full data)		Trimmed mean (25% 6M)		Trimmed mean (25% 1Y)		Trimmed mean (25% full data)		Historical vwap (range)		Median (1Y)		Median (full data)		Another option. Please specify in the cell below.

		Time-limited contractual alternative		Historical mean full data (416D)

		Open-ended recalibration/spread/dual discounting		Trimmed mean (10% 6M)

		Time-limited recalibration/spread/dual discounting		Trimmed mean (10% 1Y)

		Open-ended recalibration/spread/clean discounting		Trimmed mean (10% full data)

		Time-limited recalibration/spread/clean discounting		Trimmed mean (15% 6M)

		Recalibration/no spread		Trimmed mean (15% full data)

		Pure succession		Trimmed mean (25% 6M)

		n.a.		Trimmed mean (25% 1Y)

				Trimmed mean (25% full data)

				Historical vwap (range)

				Median (1Y)

				Median (full data)

				Another option. Please specify in the cell below.





		BE		3

		DK		3

		DE		15

		IE		1

		ES		6

		FR		8

		IT		3

		NL		10

		AT		3

		PT		2

		FI		2

		UK		8

		Other		2





		





		







Rubric 

www.ecb.europa.eu ©  

90% support to the end-date of the recalibrated 
EONIA but some qualitative feedback received 

Pros 
Strong incentive for a voluntary transition 
whilst recognising that different participants can 
move at different speeds 

A longer period would run the risk of the market 
deprioritising the required preparations 

In line with the requested extension of the EU 
Benchmarks Regulation transition period 

In line with transition periods in other 
jurisdictions, facilitating the transition of multi-
currency contracts 

A fixed spread would be more difficult to defend 
with a longer transition period. 

Concerns 

Optimistic and ambitious deadline 

End-2022 or end-2023 as more realistic 
deadlines 

It would be safe to introduce flexibility  

Further examination with regard to possible 
negative outcomes by aligning key milestones 

Assessing the publication deadline for the recalibrated EONIA 
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Rubric 

www.ecb.europa.eu ©  

A time limit was regarded as the most effective 
incentive, but many respondents proposed 
alternative ideas: 

• Promoting ESTER-linked 
issuance 

• Including a recommendation 
whereby new transactions use 
ESTER exclusively 

• Setting up an infrastructure 
subgroup 

• Actively involving CCPs in the 
transition plan 

• Publishing a specific EONIA-
ESTER ISDA protocol 
 

Assessing the ideas for accelerating the transition 

Summary of responses - Report on the transition from EONIA 
to ESTER 

7 

• Developing ESTER-based 
futures 

• Increasing communication & 
providing direction to the market 

• Enacting legislative framework 
• Introducing heavier capital 

charges 
• Regulators requiring financial 

firms to start preparations 
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Rubric 

www.ecb.europa.eu ©  

89% support for the recalibrated EONIA being 
authorised and supervised  

• It would add legal certainty to the transition process 
• It would illustrate that the recalibrated EONIA was in line with best 

practices and international recommendations 
• Supportive actions by the administrator and competent authorities 

would also underpin the operational and legal framework during 
the migration process 

 
 

 
 

Assessing the authorisation and supervision of the recalibrated EONIA 
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Nice-to have If the recalibrated 
EONIA were to be 

based on ESTER, that 
should be sufficient 

ECB-PUBLIC 



Rubric 

www.ecb.europa.eu ©  

83% respondents agreed with the spread 
methodology based on a trimmed mean (15% 1Y) 
 

Trimmed mean  
(15% 1Y) 

Full data 
Weighted 

average/ median 
Trimmed? 

Assessing the spread methodologies 
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Rubric 

www.ecb.europa.eu ©  

Wide range of responses 

• Develop systems and applications and run tests  
– 12 to 15 months, 
– At least 20 
– IT developments would have to be prioritised in order to achieve correct delivery before the first 

publication of ESTER 

• Updates on pricing systems and other internal systems and work for setting up 
new curves 

• Internal governance processes for the approval of the usage of new products or 
services 

• MMFs highly impacted by the change from same day settlement to T+1 
 

 

Assessing the timeframe needed for systems readiness for ESTER T+1 publication 
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• Readiness across market 
participants: essential for a 
well functioning ESTER market 
to develop 

Preparations needed: 

ECB-PUBLIC 
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